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A WATCHFUL EYE

Miller
discusses
budget cuts
at university
House, Senate
bills would have
different effects

— Local law enforcement on the lookout

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

By AUSTIN RAAISEY
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement agencies are taking part in a nationwide effort to crack down on texting and driving this spring.
The effort, dubbed "U Drive. U Text. U Pay." is aimed at persuading motorists from using
their cell phones while driv"People need
Kentucky
The
ing.
Transportation Cabinet and
to know that we
the Governor's Executive
are serious about Committee on Highway
Safety are urging law enforcestopping this
ment agencies statewide to
deadly
implement the program.
behavior."
"People need to know that
we are serious about stopping
this deadly behavior," said
— Mike Hancock,
Transportation
Kentucky
Secretary Mike Hancock, who
is also Gov. Steve Beshear's
designated representative on highway safety.
The two state officials issued a statement Wednesday.
Hancock said the KYTC is distributing federal overtime funds
to select agencies throughout the state to strictly enforce

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8. Times
Shown are the members of the 2014 Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees
and the executive staff of the hospital as they appeared Wednesday morning prior to the
monthly meeting of the full board.

Young bids MCCH Board
farewell after nine years
Patient satisfaction
reflects strong numbers
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter

•See Page 3

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
of Trustees said goodbye to one of its own
Wednesday afternoon.
Dr. Burton Young, who served on the board the
past nine years, participated in his last meeting
with the group. Dunng his time as a board mem-

ber, Young also has continued his long-time dentistry practice.
"It really has been a short nine years," Young
said, remembering that he was appointed to the
board by late Murray Mayor Tom Rushing.
"We've gotten a lot of things done in that time,
though, and I really have enjoyed my time here.
It's meant a lot to me to have a chance to serve
the community in this capacity."
"There were many times over the years, where
Dr. Young would arrive late for these meetings,"
said board Chairman Steve Owens,"and that's

II See Page 2

AUSTIN RAMSEY I Ledger & Times
Patrol and Investigations Deputy Gene Johnson with the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office watches for distracted or
speeding drivers on U.S. 641 South. Johnson said it is difficult to spot drivers who aren't paying attention to the road,
but the results can be dangerous or even deadly.

Thursday: Cloudy with a
chance of showers, with thunderstorms also possible after
1 p.m A high near 62. Breezy,
with a south wind 16 to 21
mph, with gusts as high as 29

mph. Chance of precipitation is
30 percent.
Thursday Night: Showers
and possibly a thunderstorm
Low around 52. South wind 9
to 17 mph, with gusts as high
as 24 mph. Chance of precipitation is 80 percent.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high
near 66. South southwest wind
around 7 mph becoming east
in the afternoon.
Friday Night: Showers likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 47 East northeast
wind 7 to 9 mph becoming
north northwest after midnight.
Chance of precipitation is 70
percernt.

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

About one month after taking over as acting president of Mid-Continent University,
Ken Winters says he is hoping to make
progress soon on restoring the school's federal funding for student aid.
Winters, a Murray resident and former 1st
District state senator, has more than 40
years of higher education experience, having previously served as dean of Murray
State University's College of Industry and
president of
as
and
Technology
Campbellsville University. He was appointed as Mid-Continent's acting president on
Feb. 22 after President Robert Imhoff
stepped down and plans to serve in the role
until the board chooses an interim president
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
outgoing MCCH Board
presents
(left)
Penner
Jerry
CEO
Hospital
County
Murray-Calloway
of Trustees member Dr. Burton Young with a portrait of the MCCH South Tower Wednesday
afternoon. Young said goodbye ,to the after nine years of service, following his appointment
by late City of Murray Mayor Tom Rushing.
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Murray State University
President Dr. Tim Miller is currently in Frankfort anxiously
waiting for Kentucky's House
of Representatives and Senate
chambers to agree to a 2014-15
state budget.
The House and Senate have
filed separate budget bills, and
Miller said that either one
would
force
MSU to make
cuts, but each
budget would
affect the university in different ways.
While hoping
for a compromise to be
soon
made
between the
two chambers, Miller said he
and Bob Jackson, MSU's associate vice president for institutional advancement and governmental relations, are standing by to answer any questions
that might come their way from
legislators.
Miller said the House adopted Gov. Steve Beshear's proposed budget, which is what
the university had tentatively
been planning for in recent
weeks. Although a 2.5 percent
cut — about $1.2 million —
was proposed for MSU, there
were alsop some . positive
aspects to it for the university.
For one thing, it was to give
back $700.000 related to pension costs, which would be half
of the approximately $1.4 million in pension costs MSU was
told last it would have to pay
back to the state in 2014-15.
The House budget also
includes three of MSU's priority projects: The engineering
and physics building that
would complete the science
complex; a new residence hall,
Franklin Hall; and the new
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville.
Miller said the biggest downside of the Senate budget,
which passed Monday,is that it
removes Franklin Hall and the
engineering and physics build-

•See Page 2

to serNe through the presi- Department of Education back on line,"
Winters said. "We're working with them on
dential search process.
The largest of the Graves that right now, and hopefully, in maybe the
County Southern Baptist next couple of weeks or so, we'll be having
private university's finan- some success there."
Winters said much of the work involves
cial problems is the result
of the U.S. Department of communicating with the U.S. Department of
Education denying Mid- Education to make sure the documentation
Continent's request for in its applications is in the proper format. He
federal aid. In the past, the said some programs offered by Midinstitution had qualified Continent have to be reported very differfor millions of dollars in ently from a traditional semester-track profinancial aid to students, but it had to use $9 gram.
million of its own funds this year to make up
"Getting the data in the format that they
for the loss.
rant has been an issue for the school, and
"We're working on a lot of different what we're trying to do is to get them(US.
issues, but right now, we're attempting to Department of Education) to ship someone
place a lot of our attention on getting the
whole issue of funding from the U.S.
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MIS grants extra time •MSU budget...
•MCCH...
was. So we're back to our base
to enroll for health care From Front
From Front
budget with the senate version,
By RICARDO
ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
People who've started applying
for health insurance but aren't
able to finish before the March
31 enrollment deadline will get
extra time, the Obama administration has announced.
"We are experiencing a surge
in demand and are making sure
that we will be ready to help
consumers who may be in line
by the deadline to complete
enrollment, either online or
over the phone," Health and
Human Services spokesman
Aaron Albright said Tuesday.
The White House is scrambling to meet a goal of6 million
signed up through new online
markets that offer subsidized
private health insurance to people without access to coverage
on the job. The HealthCare.gov
website got more that I million
visitors Monday, and the
administration also wants to
prevent a repeat of website
problems that soured consumers
last fall.
Officials said the grace period
will be available to people on
the honor system, meaning
applicants will have to attest
that special circumstances or
complex cases prevented them
from finishing by March 31.
It's unclear how long the
extension will last. Some have
urged the administration to
allow until April 15, the tax filing deadline. People who are
due refunds may be willing to
put some of that money toward
health care premiums.
The latest tweak to the health
care rollout is certain to infuriate Republican critics of
President Barack Obama's signature law. It follows delays of

Alm

the law s requirements that
medium-sized to large employers provide coverage or face
fines. The GOP is making
repeal of the health care law its
rallying cry in the fall congressional elections.
•
The White House had signaled last week that a grace
period of some sort was in the
works. Spokesman Jay Carney
said Friday that people in line
by the deadline would be able to
complete their applications.
Administration officials argue
that's not extending the deadline. They compare it to the
Election Day practice of allowing people to vote if they are in
line when the polls close.
The decision to grant extra
time was first reported late
Tuesday by The Washington
Post.
The administration's decision
affects the 36 states where the
federal government is taking the
lead on sign-ups. The 14 states
running their own websites are
likely to follow, since some had
been pressing for an extension
on account of their own technical problems.
Brian Haile, senior vice presi- •
dent for health policy at the.
Jackson Hewitt tax preparation
firm, welcomed the move.
The disbursement of tax
refunds appears to be making a
substantial difference in the
willingness and ability of uninsured Americans to sign up for
... coverage," Haile said.
Jackson Hewitt projects the
administration can meet the
goal of 6 million only if it
allows people to keep signing
up through April 15.
Enrollment
has
already
crossed the 5 million mark.

ing from the list of approved
projects, only leaving the
Breathitt center. Since that
building would benefit the
whole region, Miller said it is a
state project as much as it is an
MSU project.
Miller said the Senate budget
removes the proposed 2.5 percent cut to operations and only
requires the university to pay
back half of the $1.4 in pension
obligations it was originally
expected to pay back in 201415. While that might sound
good. Miller said that would
still leave $700,000 less than
MSU had in 2013-14, not to
mention the loss of iiirojects the
university badly needs.
-They restored the governor's
cut of $1.2 million," Miller said.
"It sounds like we're getting
something, but we're just back
to where our original budget

plus they're paying us the half
of the pension costs like the
governor was going to do. So
really, our base budget increases
by that $700,000."
Miller added, "So on the
House side, we get the engineering and physics building with a
cut to operations. On the Senate
side, we get the cut restored, but
we don't have our engineering
and physics building. So we're
hurt either way."
Miller said the House and
Senate
began
meeting
Wednesday morning for negotiations. He said it depends on
how they reach an agreement,
but he expects the final result to
be somewhere in between the
two budgets. He said he hoped
he would know what the final
state budget would be by
Sunday at the latest.

•Winters; update...

American
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

From Front
don for a week or two to work
with our financial aid people to
make sure that everything we're
doing is consistent with what
they need."
Winters said staff are looking
at ways to streamline MidContinent's operations to make
everything runj more efficiently.

The university owns several offsite properties, so Winters said
staff members are looking at the
possibility of selling the ones
that are not needed. There are
also a number of fleet vehicles
the university might be able to
sell.
Mid-Continent has a total of
about 2,300 students, Winters
said.

Murray man faces burglary charges in Benton
Staff Report
A Murray man was one of two people Kentucky State Police allege
were involved in a burglary of the Marshall County Exceptional
Center in Benton.
KSP said Wednesday it received a request from Benton police to
investigate a reported burglary at the non-profit Organization that
assists persons with disabilities in the local area. During the course
of the investigation, KSP detectives said they recovered property
belonging to the Exceptional Center that was allegedly taken from
the facility.
Corey L. Warlord, 19, of Benton, and Cody R. Barbeau, 19, of
Murray, were arrested and charged with burglary in the third Degree,
tampering with physical evidence, and criminal mischief in the first
Degree. Both were taken to the Herman Ford., Detention Center in
Benton. A juvenile has also been questioned, but has not been
charged at this time. The investigation is continuing by KSP
Detectives Brett Miller, Trevor Pervine and John Sims.
Individuals facing charges are innocent until proven guilty.

SAVINGMINUTES©
WHEN MINUTES MATTER

because he was still tending to
his patients. There were also
many times that he made sacnfices with his practice in order
to tend to business with the hospital and, for that, he must be
commended."
Young said he was honored to
have been part of some major
accomplishments for MCCH in
his time on the board with the
construction of the campus'
South Tower and the campaign
to establish the Anna Mae Owen
Residential Hospice House registering high on that list.
Burton's replacement, Ed
Davis, was also present
Wednesday, though not in an
official capacity. Davis begins
his term on the board April I .
***

to the Maximize Trust in
MCCH category, where the hospital registered a 70, its highest
score since this metric became
part of the score card.
Preventing falls also earned
positive marks with MCCH
allowing only 1.7 per 1,000
occurrences.
***

Chief Financial Officer Dirk
Morgan said MCCH is currently
bucking national trends in two
areas of patient volume. He sttid
February's total of 377 patient
admissions was 62 above budget at a time the national Done
shows most facilities down 5 to
8 percent. He also said MCCH's
522 CT scan procedures recorded in February puts it 1.6 percent ahead of last year, also
counter to national averages that
show declines.
***

Patient satisfaction continues
to be a strong category for the
monthly balanced score card.
Jerry Penner, CEO of MCCH,
said February figures showed
the hospital scored a 92.0, just
.2 shy of the all-time mark. He
also said he was thrilled to see
that MCCH had finally risen
above the mid-60s when it came

Penner said the state has
approved MCCH moving into
Phase 2 of his hybrid operating
room plan. Also, the full board
approved
the
Finance
Committee's
action
from
Tuesday of allocating $264,000
for new flooring in the surgical
areas of the hospital.

Kentucky Senate sets up
gas tax showdown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky driverA could find out
this week if they will pay more
at the pump this summer.
House
Democrats
have
approved a 1.5 cents-per-gallon
increase. It would give the state
an extra $107 million during the
next two years to build new
roads and fix the broken ones.
But Senate Republican leaders rejected the gas tax increase
Tuesday, arguing Kentuckians
do not want to pay more taxes
for any reason.
Neither side has backed
down, setting up a showdown
this week as House and Senate
negotiators are scheduled to
discuss a compromise on the
state's $20 billion biennial

budget. Lawmakers have to
reach an agreement by Monday
in order to leave time in the session to review Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear's vetoes.
The tax increase could be a
tougher sell in the House, where
Democrats have a narrow
majority. A vote to kill the gas
tax increase in the House failed
by two votes earlier this month.
Four Democrats voted with 44
Republicans
against
the
increase.
With Republicans threatening
to take control of the House in
November,some Senate leaders
hoped the close vOte in the
House would make Democrats
willing to bend on the gas tax
increase.

NNAIRED
Keeping citizens informed.

TWO LOCAL PROGRAMS THAT COULD SAVE LIVES!
ODE RED

weather.
WARNING

The call before the storm.
The SavingMinutes© program is designed to gather information
provided by the residents of Calloway County to assist first
responders in the event of an emergency by saving minutes when
minutes matter.
This program is a collaborative effort with the Calloway County
Sheriffs Office and the Calloway County Health Department. It is
provided at no cost to you and all information is voluntary. You are
In control of the information you provide through this system. It is
an on-line registry that asks specific questions about your home,
your family, and any functional or medical needs within the home.
For example, if one of your family members is insulin or oxygen
dependent, then you could include that information when you
register so that first responders will be aware of that medical need.
To access the SavingMinutes© program, go to www.callkyso.com
or www.callowayhealth.org and click on the SavingMinutes© icon.
Pt you do not have Internet access, you can pick up a hard copy of
the questionnaire at the Calloway County Health Department at 602
Memory Lane in Murray and they will enter the information for you.
Another option is to go to the Calloway County Public Library to
utilize their computers.

The CodeRED© program is designed to automatically
notify Calloway County citizens in the event of emergency
situations or critical community alerts. These notifications
Include severe weather warnings, evacuation notices,
bioterrorism alerts, boil water advisories, and missing
child reports.
This program is provided at no direct cost to you and you
can designate which type of alerts you want to receive and
select the type of notification method. Notifications can
be sent to businesses and homes through telephone, cell
phones, text messages, or electronic mail.
The purpose of the CodeRED© program to notify the
citizens of Calloway County of any situation that could
Impact their safety, property, or welfare.
To register for the CodeRED© notifications, go to
www.callowaycounty-ky.gov and click on CodeRED©.
You may also call Judge Larry Elkins at(270) 753-2920.

Calloway County Health Department
(270) 753-3381
Paid with federal grant funding.
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From Front

Lawsuit against ex-sheriff settled
GLASGOW,Ky.(AP) — A federal lawsuit that claimed excessive force was used during an arrest in Barren County has been
settled.
The Glasgow Daily Times reports an agreement was reached
Tuesday. Terms were not disclosed.
Mark Smith filed the complaint in 2012 against former Barren
County Sheriff Chris Eaton along with three deputies stemming
from his arrest in 2011.
The allegations led to criminal charges being filed against Eaton
and two other law enforcement officers. They were acquitted last
year of using excessive force, but Eaton was convicted of witness
tampering after deputies testified he encouraged them to put false
details in their reports.
The settlement in the lawsuit came two weeks before a trial was
to begin.

Chief steps down, mayor drops complaint
VILLA HILLS, Ky.(AP) — A northern mayor has dropped a
complaint against a police chief whose dismissal he was seeking
in exchange for the man's resignation.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports the agreement was announced
Tuesday in the midst of a disciplinary hearing against Villa Hills
Police Chief Dan Goodenough.
Mayor Mike Martin had alleged in a 64-page complaint on
March 12 "that probable cause exists of inefficiency, misconduct
(rude behavior), insubordination, violation of the law and violation
of city policies, including police department policies."
Goodenough's attorney argued that he could not be fired for personality conflicts and evidence presented was "devoid of performance deficiencies" that would warrant his firing.
Goodenough — who has served with the department for 27
years, 10 of them as chief — was suspended on March 5 without
pay.
Both sides seemed pleased with the agreement.
"Everybody's going to be moving forward," Goodenough said.
Martin said Goodenough served the city "very well for a long
time.

27 artists display work in Derby exhibit
FRANKFORT. K.( AP) — Works from 27 Kentucky artists are
being included in the 2014 Governor's Derby Exhibit in Frankfort.
The exhibit is coordinated by the Kentucky Arts Council and is
part of the annual Governor's Derby Celebration.
The exhibit opens Monday in the Capitol Rotunda and runs
through May 5. The building is open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EDT
weekdays and will be open on May 3, Derby Day,for visitors to
see the work.
Arts Council Executive Director Lori Meadows says the event
gives many artists in Kentucky an introduction to working with
the council. Any Kentucky visual artist 18 or older is eligible to
submit work for consideration in the exhibit.

Scramble for Warrior Transition Battalion
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — The Fort Campbell Warrior
Transition Battalion is hosting a first-ever golf tournament.
The Inaugural Eagle Warrior Golf Scramble will be held April 4
at the Clarksville Country Club in Clarksville, Tenn.
Warrior Transition Battalion Commander Lt. Col. Bryan Walrath
says the event is a way to raise awareness about the battalion,
which helps injured soldiers who have been deployed. Organizers
are encouraging each foursome to have at least one wounded soldier or veteran.
Players will have the opportunity to win a $10,000 hole-in-one
purse and prizes for best dressed, closest to the pin, longest drive
and most honest team as well as door prizes.
Registration is open through April 1 and the cost is $75 per player.

Bill to form adult protection registry
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill aimed at creating an adult
protection registry in Kentucky has passed the state House.
The goal is to provide more assurances that the elderly and disabled are receiving proper care.
The measure cleared the House on a 99-0 vote Tuesday. It
returns to the Senate, which will consider changes by the House.
The registry would list people found to have abused, neglected
or exploited vulnerable adults.
Care providers for those adults would have to check the registry
to make sure potential employees and contractors don't have a history of abusing the elderly or disabled.
Care providers expected to check the registry would include
adult day health care programs, assisted-living communities,
group homes for people with developmental disabilities, ho'mehealth agencies and long-term-care facilities.

Bill to repeal Tenn.
cycle helmet law fails
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
The latest effort to get rid of
Tennessee's motorcycle helmet
requirement has failed in a
Senate cammittee.
Finance
Senate
The
Committee on Tuesday voted
6-5 against the measure sponsored by Republican Sen. Mike
Bell of Riceville.

Clarification
A press release submitted
to the Ledger & Times and
appearing in Wednesday's
newspaper reported that the
School
Middle
Murray
Academic Team claimed the
Overall Trophy for the second year in a row at the
recent Regional Governor's
Cup Competition. Although
the team is from Murray
Middle School, the students
are in fourth and fifth grade,
so they competed against
elementary school students.
The Calloway County Middle
School team has been the
regional champion of the
Governor's Cup for five of
the last six years including
this year, CCMS Principal
Amy Turner said.

Kentucky's anti-testing law.
"Driving and texting has reached
epidemic levels, and enforcement
is part of the cure," Hancock said.
The Murray Police Department
is one of those agencies applying
for overtime grant monies. Public
Information Officer Sgt. David
Howe said spotting drivers who are
using their cell phones improperly
can be very difficult. If the department is granted additional pay for
officers, the community is likely to
see an uptick in citywide enforcement.
"It's dangerous," Howe said.
"Distracted driving is akin to driving under the influence of alcohol.
That's generally what the statistics
show."
Howe said the department would
like to station officers at locations
across the city -the spring who
would target cly distracted driv-

Cf5. The emphasis, he said, is rim
essary because spotting drivers
who are distracted by their cell
phones is made difficult because of
the wording in the lawbooks.
Kentucky's testing law took
effect about four years ago.
Violators are liable for fines of $25
on a first offense and $50 on each
subsequent offense, plus court
costs.
The law bans texting for drivers
of all ages while the vehicle is in
motion. For drivers over 18 in a
non-commercial vehicle, the law.
allows the use of global positioning devices and reading, selecting
or entering a telephone number or
name for the purpose of making a
phone call. Texting is allowed only
to report illegal activity or to
request medial or emergency aid.
It's what the law does allow that
makes enforcement so difficult,
according to officials.

"But it's not unenforceable," said
Kentucky State Trooper Jay
Thomas. "I've written several
communications device violaThe KSP does conduct special
distracted driving observations, it
was explained, which allow officers an opportunity to witness
other drivers using their phones
improperly.
"We can see if the text screen is
open and if they're typing away,"
Thomas said of the operations.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum said his office will likely
participate in any grant programs
the state offers. He said he would
like to crack down on distracted
driving at the county level because
it can put anyone on the road in
danger.
"You're taking your mind and
your eyes off of the road for just
seconds, but those seconds really

do count," Marcum said. "Your
reaction time is slowed. If you we
driving,that's really all you need to
be doing. If you really need to text,
just pull over and call or text the
Marcum said it is not uncommon
at all for distracted driving to be the
cause of a serious highway accident. Often investigating deputies
will subpoena phone iv-Ards after
an accident where cell phone usage
is suspected. If proven, that can
mean more than just a fine.
Trooper Thomas said the KSP
Post I office worked about 50 accidents last summer where drivers
were suspected to have been using
a cell phone at the time of the collision.
"Depending on your speed, if
you take your eye off the road for
even a second, you can still move
the length of a football field,"
Thomas said. -That's dangerous."

Effort to rewrite
Tenn. whiskey
law fails for year
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
State lawmakers on Tuesday
decided not to rewrite the legal
definition
of
Tennessee
whiskey this session, meaning
the rules supported by Jack
Daniel's will govern other distillers in the state for at least
another year.
The proposal that could have
led to the outright repeal of the
labeling law was moved to
summer study panels that will
convene after the legislative
session ends.
Jack Daniel's master distiller
Jeff Arnett, who has heavily
lobbied lawmakers to uphold
the current law, welcomed the
decision to put off suggested
changes like removing a
requirement to age whiskey in
unused oak barrels.
"We stand behind last year's
law, we truly believe it's best
for Tennessee whiskey all over
the world," Arnett said. "And
for the players who';‘, located
in the state of Tennessee, we
need to uphold these" quality
standards."
The debate has pitched two
global liquor giants against
each other. Jack Daniel's which
is owned by Louisville, Ky.based Brown-Forman Corp.,
first proposed the establishment of a Tennessee whiskey
law last year. George Dickel is
owned British conglomerate
Diageo PLC, which led this
year's attempts to dismantle
that law.
Guy L. Smith IV, executive
vice president of Diageo, said
he hopes the study committee
gives serious consideration to
changing the law.

At FNB, we pride ourselves on our unsurpassed reputation
for lending. Part of being a solid financial partner means
being a place you can turn to for all of your lending needs.
You'll find a one-stop shop for everything from mortgages
and home equity loans to commercial and ag loans.

FNB proudly welcomes
Ashley Gibson to our
Mortgage Lending team at our
Murray-Calloway County Office.
Ashley Gibson, NMLS#: 415188
ashley.gibson@thinkfnb.corn
Cell:(270) 748-7599

Contact Ashley Gibson Today for Customized Rates & Financing'
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
of importance.

Bill tries to give Rand a hand

The News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.
When it comes to politics, basic words can take on new meanings.
For example, many are referring to Rand Paul as the front-runner
in the race for the 2016 Republican presidential nomination. After he
again won a straw poll at the recent conservative caucus event in
Washington. Paul described the front-runaer designation as meaning
"unlucky."
Running ahead of the pack surely will attract more attacks once
he formally announces. The leader quickly becomes the target —
another redefinition.
In the meantime in Frankfort, state Sen. Damon Thayer wants to
change Kentucky law to ensure that Paul's likely presidential bid
does not interfere with him also running for re-election to the U.S.
Senate. Thayer uses the word "clarify" to describe his tinkering.
Senate Bill 205 would allow any Kentuckian seeking a federal
office to also appear on the same ballot in pursuit of another position. A committee substitute with revised language cleared its first
hurdle Wednesday, passing a Senate committee.
Despite that progress, the bill seems destined for oblivion. Even
if it passes in the state Senate where Thayer serves as majority
leader, passage in the Democratic-controlled House is another story.
The bill was written with Paul and his political aspirations in
mind. Any special circumstance adjustment to election laws almost
always reeks of politics and should give all legislators reason to hesitate.
These special purpose favors often have unintended consequences.
This clarification — to borrow Thayer's spin word
is designed
to remove any question as to whether Paul's name could appear twice
on primary ballots in 2016.
As one of Paul's senior advisers notes, it likely is unnecessary.
since the federal government determines what is allowed in national
elections.
"Federal law governs federal elections and the Supreme Court has
made it clear that states cannot impose additional qualifications beyond
those in the Constitution," Doug Stafford said. "We are not seeking
to change the law, but rather to clarify that the Kentucky statute does
not apply to federal elections. We thank Sen. Thayer for taking this
step in clarifying this issue."
What the bill will accomplish is allow Sen. Paul a chance to
determine who among the Republican Party's elected leaders is willing to look beyond his tea party ties and attach their fortunes to his
rising star.
One notable flushed out by this bill was Kentucky's senior senator, Mitch McConnell. Locked in a troublesome re-election bid this
year, McConnell and some of his supporters took time to call state
legislators on behalf of the bill and Paul.
Maybe he's looking to borrow some of Paul's momentum.
Paul and his aides say he's committed to the Senate run. Although
he has an officially sanctioned website, www.randpau12016.com, and
Facebook presence, no one publicly will say he is running for president.
Of course if he's not running for two positions. Thayer's bill could
be redefined as totally unnecessary.
Just goes to show that the more you clarify in politics, the more
cloudy the facts become.
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Who takes care of the caregiver?
Sixty-five million people — caused. Lisa permanent and
about 29 percent of,
!he U.S. irreversible impairment. Leon
adult population — perform managed her daily care with
selfless acts day after day, for little help, holding down a
long hours, no pay, and little challenging job at the same time
respite. These unsung heroes he tended to her needs. With
and heroines are at-home care- no family nearby to pitch in,
givers tending to the short- the situation worked as well
and long-term needs of loved as could be expected. As time
ones who are ill, disabled or passed, however, Lisa began
aged. In an era of longer life exhibiting signs of dementia,
spans, most of us will be care- and her deteriorating physical
givers and/or will need care our- disabilities made walking and
selves at some time before we basic tasks difficult and potendie, and most of us would tially hazardous.
prefer all that to occur at home,
Struggling with the demands
no matter what it takes.
of his job and the responsiPrimary, at-home caregivers bilities associated with careare often older adults, with a giving, Leon retired by agreethird of them estimated to be ment with his boss. "The level
in fair to poor health them- of stress was too much." he
selves. With responsibilities admitted.
ranging from preparing meals,
Through it all, Leon has
cleaning, managing doctor not lost sight of the vows he
appointments and medications, and Lisa exchanged at their
and
sometimes
providing wedding.
round-the-clock vigilance and
"I can't -tell you how many
assistance with life's most basic nurses, physicians and others
necessities, the physical and applaud me,- he explained,
emotional toll is steep. So "but I don't ask for it. When
when the TV show, -The Doc- we married, it was 'to have
tors" calls caregiving a "noble and to hold, in sickness and
job," some might observe that in health.' I'm not going to
the professionals do not see let this go. I'm going to see
the whole picture.
this through."
Leon and Lisa, a local couIn years past. Lisa could
ple who prefer to remain anony- assist with meal preparation,
mous, are a case in point. and enjoyed being outside,
About 20 years ago, a Trau- going for drives, simple pleasmatic Brain Injury (or TBI) ures. Together, they managed.

But then
Leon
got
sick. A stomach
bleed
had him in
critical care
for five days.
Caring
neighbors
stopped in to
visit
with
Lisa twice a Main Street
day, bringing By Constance
hot
meals
Alexander
and human Ledger & Times
fellowship,
Columnist
but
they
were in their
with
80s,
their own challenges to attend
to. Younger friends who might
have assisted had children and
elderly parents of their own,
depleting their energy and availability.
For couples like Leon and
Lisa, the prognosis is poor,
and there are millions of others dealing with the same issues.
According to the National
Alliance for Caregiving ( NAC),
half (53 percent) of caregivers
said their health had gotten
worse due to caregiving, with
the decline in their health affecting their ability to provide
care.
The NAC also reported that
sixty-seven per cent of caregivers said they do not go to

the doctor because they put their
family's needs first, with 57
percent admitting they put the
care recipient's needs over their
own. More than half (51 percent) said they do not have
time to take care of themselves and almost half (49 percent) said they are too tired
to .do so.
As aging Baby Boomers
join the ranks of the elderly,
the challenges are increasing,
with few indications that the
demands on caregivers like
Leon will ease. A recent article in the "AARP Bulletin"
claims that "new technology
could allow you or your parents to stay at home," but
innovations like a voice-activated talking clock to remind
you when to take your medicine are no match for a real
person, and offer little encouragement to those who struggle to take care of a loved
one at home.
As for Leon, he hopes that
his strength holds out, and
finds inspiration in this thought:
-It is said that if you love
your partner enough, that partner reigns in love. And maybe
that's the reason for such selfsacrifice."
Read Maiti4ireet online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@'N'C.COM.

Picture in a frame
My
songwriting
friend
Daniel Martin Moore from Elizabethtown performs Tom Waits'
unbelievably poignant song
titled, "Picture in a Frame."
Evelyn and I drove to Lexington to hear Daniel, and sitting there with Evelyn we
almost fell out of our seats when
we heard his crystal clear voice
sing:

to Buechner,"that is the nature
and purpose of frames. The
frame does not change the
moment, but it changes our
way of perceiving the moment.
It makes us notice the moment."
The purpose of literature
and painting and music is to
make us notice the moment.
"From the simplest lyric to the
most complex novel and densest drama, literature is asking
I come calling in my Sun- us to pay attentior)," Buechner writes. "Pay attention to the
day best
I come calling in my Sun- west wind. Pay attention to
the boy on the raft, the lady
day best
I come calling in my 'Sun- in the tower, the old man on
day best
the train, In sum, pay attenEvery since I put your pic- tion to the world and all that
dwells therein and thereby learn
ture
at last to pay attention to yourIn a frame.
self and all that dwells thereI love you baby and I always in."
For Buechner, "the painter
will
I love you baby and I always does the same thing, of course.
Rembrandt puts a frame around
will
I love you baby and I always an old woman's face. ... It is
not a remarkable face. You
will
,Ever since I put your pic- would not look twice at the
old woman if you found her
ture
sitting across the aisle from
In a frame.
you on a bus. But it is a face
We have framed pictures so remarkably seen that it forces
throughout our house — fam- you to see it remarkably, just
ily members,the children at var- as Cezanne makes you see a
ious ages, our parents and bowl of apples or Andrew
grandparents. There is indeed Wyeth a muslin curtain blowsomething about placing a pic- ing in at an open window. It
ture in a frame that legitimizes is a face unlike any other face
the moment. The theologian, in all the world. All the faces
Frederick Buechner, wrote in the world are in this one
about this very thing."What old face."
And just as painters work
the frame does," Buechner
writes, "is enable us to see with space, musicians such as
not just something about the Daniel Martin Moore work with
moment, but the moment itself time. Buechner writes: "Lisin all its ineffable ordinariness ten! say Vivaldi, Brahms,
and particularity." According Stravinsky. Listen to this time

that I have
f.ramed
between the
first
note
and the last
and to these
sounds
in
time. Listen
to the way
the silence is
broken into
uneven Hope and
Away
lengths
By James
between the
Duane Bolin
sounds and
to
the Ledger & Times
Columnist
silences
themselves.
Listen to the scrape of bow
against gut, the rap of stick
against drumhead, the rush of
breath through reed and wood.
The sounds of the earth are
like music, the old song goes,
and the sounds of music are
also like the sounds of the
earth, which is of course where
music comes from. Listen to
the voices outside the window,
the rumble of the furnace, the
creak of your chair, the water
running in the kitchen sink.
Learn to listen to the music
of your own lengths of time,
your own silences."
Only Frederick • Buechner
writes like that, Only Daniel
Martin Moore sings like he
sings.
According to Buechner,"Literature, painting, music — the
most basic lesson that all art
teaches us is to stop, look,
and listen to life on this planet, including our own lives, as
a vastly richer, deeper, more
mysterious business than most
of the time it ever occurs to

us to suspect as we bumble
along from day to day on automatic pilot."
And then as you might
expect from a theologian.
Buechner takes art into the
realm of the spiritual. "In a
world that for the most part
steers clear of the whole idea
of holiness, art is one of the
few places left where we can
speak to each other of holy
things," he writes. "Is it too
much to say that to stop, look,
and listen is also the most
basic lesson that the JudeoChristian tradition teaches us?"
Buechner is convinced that "if
we are to love our neighbors.
before doing anything else we
must see our neighbors. With
our imagination as well as our
eyes, that is to say like artists.
we must see not just their
faces, but the life behind and
within their faces. Here it is
love that is the frame we see
them in."
Emily Dickinson wrote to
a friend that "Consider the
lilies of the field" was the
only commandment she never
broke. Buechner thought "she
could have done a lot worse."
For to consider the lilies is
the "sine qua non of art and
religion both."
And when we put a picture
in a frame, that person, that
moment, must be special
indeed.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane
at
jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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James Dale Cochran

Obituaries

James Dale Cochran, 74, of Murray, Ky.. died Monday. March
24, 2014 at his home.
Arvada McKnight
Funeral services will be Thursday, March 27,
Arvada McKnight, 78, of Almo, Ky., died Sunday. March 23,
2014 at II a.m., at First Baptist Church, Murray.
2014 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Keith Inman and Boyd Smith will officiate.
Funeral services will bc at 11 a.m.,Thursday, March 27, 2014 at
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home with Brett Miles
He was born June 22, 1939 in Murray to
officiating. Burial will follow in the Stewart Herbert L."Jack" and Mary Harris Cochran. He was
an Army vetCemetery.
eran, serving as an MP at Fort Bragg. He was a member of First
She was born July 3 I , 1935 in Doniphan, Mo.,to
Baptist Church, Murray. He worked at Tappan and worked for
E.C. and lzel Pace Mathis. She was a homemaker. Alcan Composites in Benton for several years.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
He was preceded in death by his parents and stepmother, Louise
death by her husband, J.L. McKnight and a broth- Thurmond Cochran.
er, James -Tunney" Mathis.
Mr. Cochran is survived by his wife, Lyndia Jackson Cochran
Mrs. McKnight is survived by a daughter, Kathy whom he married Dec. 21, 1962; a son, Chad Cochran and wife
Harness and husband Rick of Almo; four sons, Missy of Murray; a daughter, Trina Cooper and
husband Ken of
Terry and Dennis McKnight, both of Almo, David Camden,Tenn.; a brother-in-law, Ralph
PAcKnight
Jackson and wife Bea of
McKnight and wife Suzann of Doniphan and Guy Columbia. Ky.; an aunt, Iva Cochran of Murray; three grandchilMcKnight and wife Joyce of Murray; two sisters, Lorene Wheeler
dren, Kaitlin Priestley and husband Mac of Memphis.Tenn.,
of Elizabethtown, Ill. and Shelby Bennett of Doniphan; one brother,
Hannah Cochran and Hunter Cochran of Murray and several
Lawrence "Peck" Mathis of Doniphan; 11 grandchildten, six stepnieces, nephews and cousins.
grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren, 16 stepgreat-grandchildren.
Bobby Fain. Jan Dalton, Harold Wayne Moss. Gary Johnson,
and several nieces and nephews.
J.L. Barnett and Noble Knight will serve as pallbearers. Honorary
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralpallbearers will be the members of the Dannie Harrison Sunday
home.com.
school class.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
This is a paid obituary.
County Hospital Hospice Fund,803 Poplar St., Murray. Ky.42071
or St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. P.O. Box 1000,
Nell Ruth Tuck
Memphis,Tenn. 38148-0142.
Nell Ruth Tuck, 86, of Murray, Ky., formerly of Mayfield. Ky..
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
died Monday, March 24, 2014 at Spring Creek Nursing Home in
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Murray.
Visitation will be from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m.,Thursday, March 27, Sandra Kay Dunham
2014 at the Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Private graveside servSandra Kay Dunham,60. of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday, March
ices will be held after visitation at Highland Park Cemetery.
25, 2014 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She attended High Point Baptist Church and was a homemaker.
She was born Sept. 29, 1953 in Tyler. Texas to Gene and Mary
She is survived by three sons, Danny Ray Tuck and wife Nancy Lou Schambacher Pinkston.
of Scotland, Tom Tuck and wife Theo of Murray and Larry James
She was preceded in death by her parents and a daughter, Mary
Tuck and wife Debbie of Doha qatar and three grandchildren.
Elizabeth Hill.
She was preceded in death by her husband,Raymond Fields Tuck;
Mrs. Dunham is survived by her husband, Scott Dunham of
three brothers, James Parker, Delbert Parker and Gerald Parker and Murray: one daughter. Juliana Markowitz of Houston. Texas; two
her parents. Jack and Inez Tucker Parker.
sons, Matthew Farris and wife Sweetie of Murray and John Farris
_Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway and wife Jamie of Vancleave, Miss.; three sisters, Shelia Powell of
County Hospice Building Fund.
Gulfport, Miss., Sharla Bonner of Columbus, Miss. and Sharon
• Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.
Cochran of Indianapolis, Ind.; several nieces and nephews.

Miranda Jo Futch
Miranda Jo Futch, 39, of Hardin, Ky., died *at 8:28 p.m., Friday,
March 21,2014 at Marshall County Hospital.
Funeral services will be at 8:30 p.m., Friday, March 28, 2014 at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and
Crematory with Tony Watkins officiating.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m., Friday, March 28,
2014 at the funeral home.
She was a cosmetologist at A Wild Hair Salon in
Benton, Ky.
Mrs. Futch is survived by her husband, Darren
Futch of Hardin;four daughters,Ashley Shelton of
Nashville, Tenn., Alexandria Shelton of Hardin,
Amber Burroghs of Hardin and Alicia Futch of
Murray; one granddaughter,Abby Christopher; her
Futch
father, Joe Nelson of Mayfield. Ky.; her mother,
Joan Dicus Haynes of Bowman,N.D.; two brothers,Joey Nelson of
Mayfield and Daniel Haynes of Mott,Okla. and one sister, Shannon
Barnett of Tennessee.
She was preceded in death by one sister.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory, Benton,is in
charge of arrangements.

Floyd W. Carpenter
A memorial service will be held for Dr. Floyd W. Carpenter on
Sunday, March 30, 2014 at 2 p.m., at First United Methodist
Church, Murray, Ky.
Dr. Carpenter, 68,of Murray, Ky., died Sunday,
Feb. 23,2014 at his home after an extended illness.
He was born in Mt. Vernon, Ill. on Feb. 21, 1946
to Dale and Grace Bratley Carpenter who preceded
him in death.
He was a professor in the accounting department
of the Bauemfeind College of Business at Murray State University.
He was a member of First United Methodist Church and sang in the
church choir. He was an Army veteran of the Vietnam conflict and
was a member and chapter advisor of the Epsilon Tau Chapter of
Sigma Chi fraternity at Murray State University.
Dr. Carpenter is survived by his wife, Rose Marie Carpenter of
Murray; three sons, Michael Stephen Johnson of Clearwater, Fla.,
Mark Stuart Carpenter and wife Christina of Mesa, Ariz. and John
Paul Carpenter of Murray; two brothers, Jerry Carpenter of St
Louis, Mo. and Don Carpenter and wife Ruth of Mesa, Ariz.; one
grandchild, Krisha Braden of Mesa,Ariz.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Endowment for Healthcare, attn: Residential Hospice
House,803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

No services are scheduled.
• Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangemehts:
-

Carl Thomas 'Tom' Dowdy
Carl Thomas "Torn- Dovkdy, 81, of Murray. Ky., died Tuesday.
March 25, 2014 at his home.
He was born Dec. 17, 1932 in Calloway County.
A graduate of Murray Training School and
Murray State University, he served the U.S. Army
in the Korean Conflict before spending a long
career as a surveyor, having owned V.L.
Associates Surveyors, LLC of Murray. He was a
member of St. Leo's Catholic Church and the
Knights of Columbus men's organization.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Carl
Chistopher Dowdy and. Nora Tidwell Dowdy; a
brother, Isaac Dowdy; one sister. Betty Jo
Dowdy
Dowdy'; and a daughter, Patricia Francine.
He is survived by his wife of 54 years, Mary
Ann Dowdy; one daughter, Karen Lenore Dowdy
eeseoseN
and husband John Beadles of Murray; two sons,
teerstseat.poseee.e.
masessalrog
.
Thomas Alan (Tad) Dowdy and wife Stephanie of
Louisville and Jeffrey Dowdy and wife Jo Ellen
of Columbia, S.C.; two sisters, Connie Faye Cooper of Moscow.
Kan..and Nancy Hayes of Independence. Mo.:four grandchildren.
Alexander and Kadie Jo Dowdy of Columbia,S.C.,and McKenzie
and Grier Dowdy of Louisville.
A funeral mass will be held at II a.m.,Saturslay. March 29.2014
at St. Leo's Catholic Church, with the Rev. Ja\on McClure officiating. Private burial will follow in the Sinking Springs Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-9 p.m. Friday, March 28, 2014 at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the National Parkinson
Foundation, 200 SE First St., Suite 800. Miami, Fla., 33131, at
www.parkinson.org or the St. Leo's Catholic Church Building
Fund,401 N. 12th Street, Murray, Ky.42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

AP Photo/ADF, James Whittle

PLANE SEARCH: In this March 23 photo. provided by the
Australian Department of Defence (ADF). an inflatable boat is
launched from HMAS Success during the search in the
southern Indian Ocean for signs of the missing Malaysia
Airlines Flight MH370. The desperate, multinational hunt for
Flight 370 resumed again Wednesday. March 26, across a
remote stretch of the Indian Ocean after fierce winds and
high waves that had forced a daylong halt eased considerably.

Satellite spots 122 objects
in Malaysia jet search
By ROB GRIFFITH
one meter (yard) to 23 meters
and TODD PITMAN
(25 yards). Hishammuddin said
Associated Press
some of them "appeared to be
PERTH, Australia (AP) — A bright, possibly indicating solid
French satellite scanning the materials."
Indian Ocean for reninants of a
The images were taken
missing jetliner found a possible Sunday and relayed by Frenchplane debris field containing based Airbus Defence and
122 objects. a top Malaysian Space, a division of Europet
official said Wednesday,calling Airbus Group; it businesses
it the most credible lead that include the operation of satelwe have."
lites and satellite communicaDefense
Minister tions.
Hishammuddin Hussein said the
Various floating objects have
objects were More [hurt- 2,500 been spotted by planes and
kilometers (1.550 miles) south- satellites over the last week,
west of Australia. in the area including on Wednesday, when
where a desperate, multination- the Australian Maritime Safety
al hunt has been going on since Authority sent a tweet saying
other satellites detected possible three more objects were seen.
jet debris.
The authority said two objects
Clouds obscured the latest seen from a civil aircraft
satellite images, but dozens of appeared to be rope, and that a
objects could be seen in the New Zealand military plane
gaps, ranging in length from spotted a blue object.

II STOCK MARKE1 REPOR
Prit es as or 3:00 p.m.
on March 2fi, 2014

Investments Since 1854
Jones Ind. An. —.16.29530• 7238
- 133
Air Products
Apple ......-............----540.89.4.10
AT&T.Inc.
14.60 - 0.11
.40.53 • 0.24
BB&T
17.18 - 0.03
Bank of tmerica
Briggs & Stratton ............22.01 - 0.23
Bristol Myer Squibb .....32.66 + 1.62
Caterpillar ...........----97.80 -0.79
Cho ron Texaco Corp --117.71 +0.62
39.033
l'aboo
Dean Foods .....
94.70. 0.21
F:xxon•Mobil •
Ford Motor Co. -.....---.15.25 - 0.08
.25.62.0.08
General Electric
.5358 - 031
Gino Smith Kline.
34476. 10.05
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -2535.0.77
Dow

11.58 - 0.04
HopFed Banc*
- 2.42
IB M
• 0.01
Intel
43.27 - 0.24
Kroger
....-39.20 + 0.46
Mattel
McDonalds.
95.84 - 0.07
Merck
36.02+ 0.83
Microsoft
.39.92- 0.42
JCPenney
.8.77 + 0.13
Pepsico. Inc
.82.87 + 0.47
Pfizer,Inc. .....--....-......32.18+ 036
Regions Financial
11.00- 0.11
Sears Holding Corp --.-.46.72 - 1.21
Time Warner ....................64.65 - 0.90
US Bancorp -....................42.92 - 0.50
WellPoint. Inc
+ 0.22
Wal-Mart
76.23 - OM

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-R):

United 011
Way IOPIF.

Ron Arant I Heath Scott

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Court

Square 1

270.753.3366
Hours:

Murray, KY 42071
800444.1854

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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YOU ARE IN
2014 Harry M.Sparks
Distinguished Lecturer Series
Alexander Hall Room 240

Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.

SPEAKER:
Justice Bill Cunningham

Send resumes to

Supreme Court of Kentucky

classified@murrayledger.com

Join us at
494 p.m„:4:45 p.m.
Research Poster Presentations
Faculty
COE

OR

5.00 p.m,

ti

College of Education
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

CLERICAL POSITIONS - Full & Part-time available.
Monday through Friday

TUESDAY • APRIL 1,2014

Lecture with Complimentary Dinner to Follow

Has opportunities available

If you would like to attend,
please RSVP by calling
the College of Education
Dean's Office at 270-809-3817

PO Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071

Please call no later than 4 p.m
an Monday. March 31st.
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COMMUNITY

www.matmONINM•

Homeschooler's
LBL
Month
at
Special to tie Lodger

gram at the Nature Station
April is Homeschooler's offered each weekday at 2:30
Month across Land Between the p.m.
Lakes(LBL).This new program
*Learn about practical life
offers a passport of learning skills. Join the Homeplace staff
opportunities.
for gardening, sewing or woodPick up a "Land Between the working each Wednesday at 2
Lakes Explorers Passport" dur- p.m. or come any day to experiing Apnl at Woodlands Nature ence life on a farm in the 1850's.
Station, The Homeplace or
*Learn about our solar system
Golden Pond Planetarium. and night sky. Visit the Golden
Complete the activities to earn Pond Planetarium for daily proan official Explorer Patch and grams beginning at 10 a.m.
certificate. Throughout the
Come Outside and Play at
month, take advantage of Land Between the Lakes
unique learning opportunities, National Recreation Area, manhands-on exploration activities aged by the Forest Service, U.S.
and take home material avail- Department of Agriculture.
able at all three attractions.
Land Between the Lakes proJoin the staff for one of many vides outdoor recreation, lake
family friendly staff led pro- access and environmental edugrams featured in our April cal- cation for the public to enjoy.
endar including the 2nd Annual Visitors are encouraged to
Homeschooler's Day at Nature review the official website at
Station on Friday, April 25, www.lbl.org often for calendar
of events, updates on programs
from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Events throughout the month and polices, safe?, information,
of April include:
maps, temporary trail and road
*Learn about native wildlife. closures and more.
Attend a creative feature pro-

Please
IAI
support the
United Way ot
Murray-Calloway County

It's So Real

is having a

RELOCATING SALE
'Or4

"(re

Den Youth Center to meet
The Den Youth Services Center at Murray
High School will meet Friday. March 28, at
11:30 a.m., at the school. For further Snfonnation contact Janeann Turner(270)753-6565.

1/2 OFF METAL
•300 MAIN ST.(ON THE CORNER)
RELOCATING TO HAZEL,UMW'
641 South • Southside Shopping Ctr.• Suite F & C
(Next door to Regions Kara)

J

Datebook

Williams Chapel to host annual sing
Williams Chapel Church of Christ, KY 94 W in the Lynn Grove
community, will have its annual singing.on Friday, March 28 from
7-11 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Walk-A-Thon to be held

Ryan and Nicholson
Mrs. Jim Grider of Murray and Dow Ryan of Louisville announce
the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Lindsey
Elizabeth Ryan to -Timothy Patrick Nicholson, son of Betty
Nicholson and Tom Nicholson, both of Louisville.
Miss Ryan is the granddaughter of Mrs. Wayne Flora and the late
Mr. Flora and the late Dr. and Mrs. Louis Ryan.
Mr. Nicholson is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Schattauer and the late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marshall Nicholson.
The bride-elect is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and
Cochran School of Nursing. She is employed as a registered nurse
at Saint Joseph Hospital in Denver, Colo.
The groom-elect is a graduate of the State University of New York
at Purchase and is employed as a police officer with the Denver
Police Department.

Special to the Ledger
Families who are interested in
hosting an exchange student for

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

SPRING KICK-OFF SALE

25%& OFF
Shrubs
ALL Trees

* Flowering & Shade Trees
* Fruit Trees * Flowering Bushes
* Evergreen Shrubs
(Cash & Carry Only)

KNEW SHIPMENTS
* Black Mulch
* Lava Rock
* Kenlite Rock * Alabama Sunset
* Compost
firt Pine Straw

z/Peo-Ce n
Arece,Lc
•

St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its annual
fish fry every Friday from March 7 until April
11,from 4:30-6:30 p.m.

Martha
Turkey Shoot to be held
Finney Andrus,
CFSB Bank and First Choice FirvArms will
Community
be hosting a Turkey Shoot on Saturday, March
editor
29, from 9 am. until 1 p.m., at the Calloway
County Fairgrounds. There will be prizes and the proceeds will go
toward Relay for Life, American Heart Association and The
Lakeland Friends of the NRA.Ammunition will be provided. Bring
your 12 ga or 20 ga shotgun. For more information, call Vanessa
(270)767-3378 or Steven (270) 293-9485.

lung Hills
rser

either one semester or the entire
2014-15 school year may contact Jill Herndon, area representative for International Student
Exchange.
According to Herndon, there
are students, 15 to 18 years of
age,from several countries who
are interested in coming to study
in our part of the United States.
These students are fluent in
English, are insured and have
many interests including sports
and the arts.
For more information on the
International Student Exchange,
contact Herndon at email jillherndon66@gmail.com or call
(270) 293-0190.

Donations needed
for special Need
Line program

Murray State University's American Society of Safety Engineers
(ASSE) Student Section is sponsoring a Walk-A-Thon, Saturday,
March 29,from 1-4 p.m., in Racer Arena on the campus of Murray
State University. The Walk-A-Thon will benefit the ASSE Family
Scholarship fund. Donations will be accepted at the door.
Participants of all ages are encouraged to take part in this event.The
ASSE Foundation generates funding and provides resources for
scholarships, research,,academic accreditation and related academic initiatives in order to advance the safety, health and environmental profession. For more information contact Carrie Stindt
cstindt@ murraystate.edu

Healthcare seminar to be presented
Jerry Penner, CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will
present a seminar on Kentucky Medicaid Expansion and Healthcare
Exchange. This seminar will be Friday, March 28, at 11:30 a.m., in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital private dining room located
beside the cafeteria. A light lunch will be served. Reservations are
required and can be made by calling (270) 762-1381 or at marketing@murray hospital.org.

Dixon Cemetery spring clean to be held
A spring maintenance day will take place at Dixon Cemetery near
Bacon Creek in Land Between the Lakes on Saturday morning,
April 5. A potluck luncheon will take place at noon. For further
information or directions call (270) 5223-6689.

Taters & Trivia Night to be held
The Prime Timers of First United Methodist Church are sponsoring Taters&Trivia Night on Friday, March 28,in the fellowship hall
from 6-8 p.m. There can be teams of four and teams of six. There
will also be an all you can eat potato and salad bar at a cost of $5.
There is a fee for teams to enter. All proceeds go to the FUMC Relay
for Life team. Sign up in the church office or call (270) 293-3448
for more information and costs.

Rebate night to be held for Relay
A rebate night will be held at Mr. Gatti's Thursday, March 27,
from 4 p.m. until closing to benefit The 8th Wonders Relay for Life
Team. Team members are all breast cancer survivors. All proceeds
will go towards Relay for Life.

Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at (270) 762-1274.

I4

Friends of the Arboretum will have a seminar on Gardening
Preparation, Saturday, March 29, from 10-11 a.m., at The
Arboretum, 300 Hickory Drive. Learn the art of prepping for your
own home garden. No equipment is required.
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Knit-wits will meet
Special to the Ledger
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday at 1 p.m.,in the Community
Items are needed for the Need
Line Back-Pack Children's Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters and croFood Program, including lunch cheters of.all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at
size brown paper bags, individ- (270) 293-5588.
ual size 100 percent juice boxes,
Kirksey ball registration to be held
fruit cups or apple sauce cups,
An opportunity to register for baseball/softball at Kirksey will be
8-ounce size shelf stable milk, Saturday, March
29,from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m., at the Kirksey ballindividual serving size cereal park. This is for boys and girls, ages 3 to 17. For
more information,
boxes, pop tarts, peanut butter contact Diana (270)527-2072 or Keith (270)978-6164. .
crackers or cheese crackers and
cereal bars. To help with the
Reception for Garrison to be
program call 753-6333.
A celebration reception in honor of Jeannie Garrison, Calloway
Donations can be dropped off County Extension Secretary for 33 years will be Tuesday, April I,
at Need Line,509 N. Eighth St., from 2-4 p.m., in the extension office meeting room. Garrison is
retiring from her position. The community is encouraged to attend
Murray.
and celebrate the service of Garrison.

held

WHY I'

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
Life • Health • Annuities
Long Term Care • Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Now/

Pictured i
Friday's P

Gardening seminar to be held

INSURANCE

'keireacif ceeti,a

Mt
ph

Fish fry to be held

ISE seeking hosts
for foreign students

Let Us Make You A Deal!

email: communitynew$011111111111111111111111

DATEBOOK

Unyagemen/

Murray L

113 S 4th St. on the Square •(270) 761-1010(270) 293-8817
kynect
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com
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Photo by Randall Black
Pictured is the Murray State University Jazz Orchestra, which will be one of the headliners at
Friday's MSU/Phi Mu Alpha Jazz Festival.
Special to the Ledger
The eighth annual Murray
State University/Phi Mu Alpha
Jazz Festival will take place on
Friday, March 28, 2014.
Middle school, high school
and university jazz groups will
be performing concerts that
evening beginning at 5 p.m. and
culminating in the "headliner"
concert at 7 p.m. featuring the
MSU Jazz Band, KMEA AllFirst District Jazz Band, MSLIs
Jazz Orchestra and the Jamey
Aebersold Quartet in historic
Lovett Auditorium. The coordinator for the event, which annually brings 200-400 hundred
young musicians to the campus,
is MSU's Director of Jazz
Studies, Dr. Todd E. Hill. The
clinics and concerts are free and
the public is cordially invited.
Underwriting for the event has
been provided by the MSU
Town & Gown Association.
Seven outstanding school
groups from around the region
will be participating in the festival, which is designed for educational, rather than competitive
purposes. The students', days
will include commentary and
clinics by professional musicians and educators (Jazz trombonist Ernie Carlson, formerly
with Frank Sinatra, Tony
Bennett, and many others;
Professor Ricky Burkhead,
University of Mississippi; Dean
Hughes, freelance jazz percussionist), clinics with MSU jazz
students, and a special jazz
improvisation clinic with jazz
education
legend
Jamey
Aebersold and his Quartet.
Saxophonist and Clinician
Jamey.Aebersold is a native of
New Albany, Indiana. He was
awarded
the
prestigious

National Endowment for the
Arts designation as 2014 Jazz
Master earlier this year in a ceremony in Washington, D.C.
Jamey Aebersold's Quartet will
perform at 3 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall of the Fine
Arts Building. The public is
invited to that performance as
well. In all, there will be
evening performances by 14
different jazz groups, including
the five Murray State Jazz
Ensembles directed by Hill, the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association All-First District
Jazz
Band, and
Jamey
Aebersold's Quartet.
Using the vast expanse of
Lovett Auditorium's stage, two
groups can be set up simultaneously, preventing delay between
performances and allowing
near-continuous music from all
the visiting groups. The Friday
evening concert will feature
performances beginning at 5 by
the MSU Jazz Lab Big Band
(Todd
Hill &
Brandon
McKinley, directors); Paducah
Middle School Jazz Band
(Lindsey Williams, director) at
5:12 ; the James Madison
Middle School Jazz Band (Alan
Emerson, director) at 5:24; the
MSU Gold Jazz Combo (Todd
Hill, director) at 5:36; the
Graves County High School
Jazz Combo (Jeff Williams,
director)
at
5:48;
the
Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School "White" Jazz Band
(Alan Emerson, director) at 6
p.m.; the McCracken County
High School Jazz Band (Kelley
Ray, director) at 6:12 ; the
Graves County High School
Jazz Band (Jeff Williams, director) at 6:24; the MSU Blue Jazz
Combo (Todd E. Hill, director)

at 6:36 ; the Madisonville-North
Hopkins HS "Maroon" Jazz
Band (Alan Emerson, director)
at 6:48 ; the MSU Jazz Band
(Todd Hill, director) at 7 p.m.;
the Jamey Aebersold Quartet
(Aebersold on alto sax, Todd
Hildreth on piano, Tyrone
Wheeler on bass, and Jonathan
Higgins on drums) at 7:12 ; the
KMEA All-First District Jazz
Band (with guest conductor Dr.
Rich Ripani of Hume-Fogg
High School 'in Nashville,
Tenn.) at 8 p.m.. Closing the
program at 8:30 is the awardwinning MSU Jazz Orchestra
(Todd E. Hill, director).
-We have a smaller festival
this year due to so many of our
regional schools having been hit
with a number of snow days"
Hill said. "Planning for next
year's festival has already
begun to secure the services of
our clinicians, some of the most
respected and admired in the
country. We will occasionally
have these problems, but the
participants will be getting the
same high-quality jazz education experience for Which we
are known. We don't have the
bands competing with each
other — there is enough of that
already. This is a musical event
for sharing and learning. Some
of the groups coming this week
are actually on their own spring
breaks, but have made such a
terrific commitment to the festival that they will still be coming. For one of our groups
(Graves County High School),
this is their eighth consecutive
appearance at the festival and
Madisonville sends three groups
for the clinic each year."
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PLAN NOW INSTEAD OF THE COURT DECIDING LATER

WILLS DO NOT AVOID PROBATE
We will explain how to transfer your HOME
to your family without probate fees!!!

go

PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
Nikki is a native of Calloway County. She is married to Danny
Crouch. who is employed by Tennessee Willey Authority. They have
two children Taylor and Tanner. Taylor attends Calloway County.
High Sauk)! Where she plays soccer and Tanner attends North Calloway Elementary where he plays football. She is the daughter of
Jamey'and Connie McMillen. ofMurray. Nikki is the granddaughter
ofLyda Sue McMillen and the late Bill McMillen and the late Cecil
& Betty Swift. She is the great granddaughter ofOArt,& Estelle Butterwitrth,James W & Madie McMillen, Bill & Sulu Rose and Gentry
Eva Swift.
Nikki is a graduate iiiCalloway County High School and graduated
front Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science in Business. She has been employed by the PlIA office for over 11 years.
She has her Associate Appraiser Training License. Nikki is also Di-

rrctorlSecarfaty of the Afureay-Calloway Counts Fair Association
and Secretary ol the Calloway Counts. Soccer Foundation.

#1 ON THE BALLOT
Paidfor by: Campaign to Elect Treadurer, lamed .11(7Ifillen, 2872Magnedd Rd., Renton, KY42025

BBC! Pork
Sandwiches

Pork Chop
Sandwiches

2FOR $6

$350
1/2
Boston Butt

I'I\\ it\III \110%1 (/I 1111 q• I RI 1 SI NIIN \Rs

BENTON
Comfort Inn & Suites
173 Carroll Road
Wilda', March 31" -- 3 to 4:15 pm

Residence Inn by Marriott
3900 Colenuin Crossing Circle
Monday, March 31"- 12 to 1:15 pm

Murray Calloway Transit Authority
1111 Transit Way
Tuesday, April I"- 10 to 11:15 am

f'llamber of Commerce
201 E. College Street
Monday, March 31"-5:30 to 6:45 pin

$1300

Polish

Hot Dogs

Sausage

MURRAY

MAYFIELD

2FOR$3

2FOR $3

HOPKINSVILLE

CADIZ

Whole Chickens

Comfort Suites
210 Harvey Way
Tuesday, April I" 3 to 4:15 pm

Lake Barkley State Resort Park
3500 State Park Road
Tuesday. April I"- 12:3010 1:45 pm

WHY IT'S RISKY TO USE NON-ATTORNEY,DO-IT-YOURSELF OR INTERNET TRUSTS

LLC

ODU
Nikki McMillen-Crouc

LIVING TRUST SEMINAR
PADUCAH

Id

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8. Times
CHARLOTTE'S WEB: Playhouse in the Park's production of "Charlotte's Web" continues this
weekend and concludes Sunday. Friday and Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and Sunday shows
are at 2:30 p.m. "Wilbur" the pig is seen here taking a bath. Pictured, from left, are Wendy
Swalls, Skylar Swalls and Laynie Mitchell. For more information or tickets, call 759-1752 or
visit WWW.playhouseinthepark.net.

EVERY HOMEOWNER - SINGLE OR MARRIED - SHOULD ATTEND THIS SEMINAR
• Guardianship issues for your children
• Provisions for your grandchildren
• What happens without a Living Trust

• Keep your affairs private and out ot the courts
• Danger of Joint Tenancy
• How to reduce or eliminate estate taxes

$500
BBC) by
the Pound
$700
Rack of Ribs
$14
"

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY

tments

1-800-350-6376 or
www.LearnLivingTrust.com

FOOD GIANT

MARRIED CDCPEES ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND 11IGETHER

Act?

Preseigni by.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

ALPHA OMEGA FAMILY SERVICES
with/ I

mect

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! NO RAINCHECKS!

Representing ArrieriEstate Legal Plan,Inc
/AM a WI CI YI,Uh

I.

fr,

rl

.•
. ••r•st•s••,-)•Ao ,.dI help you dale/alone Ihe heal *al 1.4

Protecting America's Families and Homes from &tinning to End
ttr ing the% flyer and receive $308 off your Living Truest package at the Seminar.
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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Robot
Personals
Financier
Roommate Wanted
Lon And Found
nem *ranted
PoSitlafletentscl
Domestic & Chrldcare
Businesa Opponunity
Electronrcs
Computers
Appliance Pans
Mint To buy
Articles For Sale
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HOTS F unveilings
Antiques
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Reel Estate
Lalta Property
Lots For Sale
Late For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acmes*
Kamm For Sate
Motorcycles & ATV
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Virnicies
Used Cars
rens
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services ()flared
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies
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DEADLINES

1

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within ts Day Prriad )
$335 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
I

$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.5(1 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The pubiisttet rna•ntainS tIle.ight ti-.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Data Voice & Fiber
Optic Cable Installers
Experience a Plus
Travel required.
Email resume to:
mhathome4
datalinkcomm.com

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
Notice
sources reliable, but
DOUBlp.E Storage Um inaccuracies do occur.
Sale. Saturday, March Readers using this
information do so at
29, 2014.
•10AM Aurora - Near their own risk. Although
persons and compaBelew's.Units
8,9,29,36,37,51,58,66, nies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep81,84
utable, The Murray
phone 270-759-2514.
Ledger & Times, nor
'1200 NOON Boggess
any of its employees
Storage "A Better Place
accept any responsibilto
Store."121
N,
whatsoever for their
Murray, across from ity
activities.
Nat'l Guard Armory.
Units 050
18,27,28,43,68,76
Lost and Found
Phone -270-759-5555
Heavy Rain -cancelled
REWARD

Lynn
Self Storage
270-519414
Cliff & Laura Key,

OLD Batteries, Scrap
Metal & Junk Cars
Do you have
any of these?
Looking to
remove them
from your property?
We can help
Call for more details
270-978-2111 or
270-227-0067

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month I rep ,

III

Lost Shih-tzu puppy
between Glendale &
• Sycamore. Brown and
blown; inside pet and
needs meds. If seen
please call
270-873-9666
060
Nelp Wanted
ADMINISTR AT IV E
Assistant
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
approximately 15 hours
a week, $550 / month
Mail resume to 8317
St Rt 121 N Murray.KY
42071
CARPET
World
Furniture Gallery is
seeking a full-time furniture sales person.
Apply in person 13395
Hwy 641 N. Puryear
TN. 731-498-8161
HOUSEKEEPERS &
maintenance persons.
Days only. Must have
reliable transportation
and weekend availability. 270.436.2767
MOSIER Log Homes is
looking for temporary
construction help for a
project starting midMarch. 812-366-4817.
Ask for Russell.

'Bring on
Spring
subscribe to the
1

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
1
1

Local Man
,( Airway)
tao...........-$311.4
11
3
1
I 6 ma --MAO
1 yr.----$105.00

Home Delivery
530.
3
6 alio.
$55
4105.
1 yr.

All Other Mall
Rest of KY/TN
(Porrear A R.Immo,
Subscriptions
3 olo. --47500 3 me.
$40.01
6 me
$00.00
$120.00
1 yr....--.3145.00 1 yr.
Money Order

Check

Visa

METAL
Fabricator
position available. Help
wanted for general
steel/aluminum fabrication work in Pans. Parttime or full-time needed. $13/hour for general fabricator position,
$15/hour if skilled in
both fabrication & manual lathe/mill work. Do
not apply for this position if you are not qualified_ Send resume to
PO Box 99, Springville.
TN 38256 or email to
fabjob outlook corn.
PT housekeeper needed for lake resort cleaning Day hours only.
Weekends required
270-436-2345
Construction Workers
Robinson Constructim
Company is accepting
applications & resumes
for carpenters, concrete
foremen,cement finishers,
rod busters,operators,
millwnghts. Ironworkers,
pipe fitters, pipe welders.
laborers.E0E. Apply
at 1821 Peartree Lane,
Hopkinsville, KY42240
Or email dbuehler@
robinsonconstruction

SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.
SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
SEASONAL truck driver wanted. Must have
Class A. able to pass
drug screen and back
ground check. Please
contact 270-767-1700

Caregiver for Dialysis
patients/
Seniors .
Looking for more beautiful people to add joy
to my life. Will run
errands, laundry, fight
housekeeping,
yard
work.
References.
2 70 . 2 2 7 7 5 37 ,
270.474.0279

ANTIQUES", gas, oil

1 military. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove.
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

St. Addresei

I Daytime Ph._ _
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1048
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1918

Sales Professional
Position

Growing precision agriculture company located
in Murray, KY seeking candidates for the
position of Sales Professional.
The Sales professional will be responsible
for growing a portfolio of accounts.
The ideal candidate will be results oriented,
have passion for helping customers, and
possess expert communication and presentation
skills. Some overnight travel is required.
Salary based upon experience and education.
Send resume to jobs@taplogic.com.

4'-

• Background in health claims preferred but not
required
• Desire to be part of a culture of great
customer service, as well as a professional
work environment.
• Professional and pleasant phone skills
• Responding to customer questions and problem
solving according to a standardized process
• Data entry into a customer service portal

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Eat 283 .6
Equal opportunity

NexPay is looking for tour, full-time customer
service representatives and one full-time supervisor
for our service center in Murray, KY.
The positions otter competitive salaries with paid
benefits including health, term life and ADD.
Salary will be based upon qualifications.
Respaisitirees and qualifications include

1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities.
Deposit required.
Call 293-2843

0

"..)NexPaNi

Beautiful country, 2BR
upstairs apt. CHA, all
appliances, hardwood,
includes
water,
$ 600 /month.
'References. no pets.
April 1.
270.227.8627.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout.
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

Calloway County Public Library - Circulation Manager
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY!

Minimum qualifications: Completion of a Master's Degree is
required. Previous public library experience with at least one (1)
year of automated system and staff supervisory experience is
preferred, or an equivalent combination of education and
experience will be considered. A complete job description is
available at the library or www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
The ability to interact in a positive way with staff and patrons is a
necessity. Must be able to work some nights and weekends.
Applications are available at the Library and must be completed at
the Library. The Library is located at 710 Main Street, Murray, KY.
Applications accepted through March 28, 2014
Calloway County residence requirement

SINGER
SALES S. VAC
JANNE & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $59
G.E. Financing
908-C $ 12th
Oel-Alr Center
127 Or7 1-5323

605 E Soutl 12th

V4e PAY to
Li
'

(270) 753-1713

Vrfr

160
Home Furnishings

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121

Lawn & Green
HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
SSS

St

Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable, Free Estimate
10% Senior Citizen
Discount
Best once guaranteed or
it's free

ME93-722°

Sf

Homo Furnishings

frt;

'Coin Appraisal
Trends-n
tAt)e,av <V ,'

076

416i

720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121S. 84 clendale.
IOXIO's & 10x15's
1270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Sate & clean
*We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop For Rent

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
270-753-8964
Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

1656 Ryan Ave,
Murray
Traditional 3BR 2BA
Brick Home.
Well maintained;
Beautiful
Landscaping.
2 blocks from MSU.
$126,500
270. 217. 3181
ass zitiow.00m for otiotoe
Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
C/ H/A, on natural gas,
large 2 acre lot 2 large
storage
buildings
REduced price
293-1231
Motorcycles & ATV's

Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976
Pets & Supplies

Taking New Clients

Residential &
Commercial
270.293.3161
16
FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
'Locally owned
-Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Garage kept '09 black
FXDB Dyna Street Bob
Harley Motorcycle w.
FUTRELL'S
56xx miles. Excellent
SERVICE
TREE
condition, 1584cc air
*Trimming
cooled twin cam 96,
6spd wf hard leather
*Removal
HD saddle bagshwy
*Stump Grinding
pegs, detachable full
•Firewood
windshield, small low
*Insured
profile backrest & new
HD tires. Runs excel(270) 489-2839
lent, just no time to
ride. $11,499. 8a-8p.
270-227-9149,
HALL'S WASTE
270-227-7182
MANAGEN1FNT
Auto Parts

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

USED TIRES

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

(270)485-6122
Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976

BAILEYS
LAWN CARE
LAWN MOWING
LAWN CLEAN-UP

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Hill Appliance
Repair
Call 753-5606
Serving
490
West Kentucky
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Jason Hill

(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

We Finance
Additional lob duties and further information will
be available upon resume and interview. For further
question's, contact HR Department at
PO Box 1040 N Murray, KY 42071
Deadline for accepting applications is April 11th

WARD ELKINS

Zip

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

Send resumes to
classified@murrayledgercom

PLOGIC

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Monday through Friday
Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Ankles
For Sale

/ Name

_

Has opportunities available.
Clerical positions
Full & Part-time available.

& soda signs. pump.

150

State

LEDGER

Calloway County Public Library - Circulation Manager
Permanent Employment/Full Time Position
Salary plus Compensation package
(Insurance, Vacation, Sick Leave and Retirement)

M/C

I City.

Wanted: reasonably
priced housing for
semi-retired 60+ couple. Rent or Rent-toown.
270 227-5649.
Leave message please

II RR ‘1

• Possess upbeat. fnendly. and customer
service-minded approach

.COM

Wan( to Buy

I

For
530
Services Oland

Want To Rent

Hap Waned

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Stil
in plastic King $385,
Full $185
(270)293-4121

28A off main highway; no more that 5-6
miles from city easonable rent. Smoker with
pets 270.767 1649.

Houses For Rent
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties
Small rental house.
641
South.
Rent
$425/month. deposit
$575. All appliances,
water, garbage, and
mowing furnished No
pets. 270-227-6431, no
texts.

planes.
mer, old
keg bra
metal ya

Notre

060
Heal Wanted

ma
oak
cleskcjinin
oak was
radio o
Eagle an
other slut
WWII M
green Pn
kerose
Fostona
stands t
boo,
ad
(
; kessp mt

AKC Australian Terrier
puppies.
Champion
bloodlines.
Born
1/21/14. UTD all shots,
Vet Checked. $600.
270.227.0599
DACHSHUNDS puppies for sale $125 a
piece 227-0140

holiandmotorsaies co
270-753-4461
2008 Honda Civic
40 mpg, 4 door. auto
trans, 71,000 miles.
$10,000. Must sacrifice. 270-474-0241
Used Trucks

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

1998 Dodge Dakota
Sport, 5 sp $1500
270-474-0241

Public Sale
Campus
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsentcom/properties or call
270-753-4109
-155
Amor
acres,
partially
5
fenced/ 2/3 open.
Private Lane to cement
pad & septic. Pond
near KY lake. $22,500
phlHarry 270-227-9948

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

SCORE
BIG
WITH
MLT

rural
3BR/1.5
BA
neighborhood Perfect
for young family Huge
w/tool
shed
yard
garage
Attached
270.978 2861
Of
270.436 5927

05 GulfStream 32ft
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasm, 11K miles; garage
kept. New inside & out.
270.293.1231
620
Boats & Motors
1985 Riviera Cruise
Pontoon Boat 28ft
1984 Outboard Evin
7OHP, new carpet
good leather seats, in
enclosed
building.
$3,500 0.13.0.
270-227-9965

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

'Home improvements
•8ath & Kitchen
From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing.
Flooring & Decks
'Insured •Sr Discount
•Free Estimates
•41ember OfAngles List
kentuckylake
remoclelIng.com
270-436-5959

LIGHT backhoe,
light bushhogging,
tilling, yard drainage,
carpentry &
construction.
270-436-6400_
See us at
WWW.brownconstuction.org

Services Offered
MOWING SERVICE
1-270-978-1204
Mowing
All
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
Trimming
remodeling,
decks,
Edging
screened
porches,
garages, sagging, rot- Call or text for estimate
ten floors. termite dam270.227.7002 Cohen Rogers
age, home and mobile 270.293.9233 DMIalan Rapers
repair.
753-0353
*References Available
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986`
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Greg

Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great HOMEROOM Service
DonI vend youf .,.one out(1
slate
keep If lora'
,
1270) 293-8480
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PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY MARCH 29 2014 10:00 A.M.
1041 COLEMAN TRAIL MURRAY, KY 42071

I ES
lOa.m

- lion.9Lm

- Mon.12 p.m.

-

Tue. p.m.

-1%612

p.m.

3 pc full bedroom suit, spindle slipper rocker, walnut
marble top dresser
with wishbone mirror and glove boxes, marble top washstand claw foot
oak dining table w/6 chairs, six leg table, Singer sewing machine *4/stool
desk, matching couch and chair, recliners, white glass door dish cabinet
oak washstand, standing jewelry box, wicker chairs, old Dumont TV. old
radio, old record player, Bank of Murray passbook savings bool%, Kirksey
Eagle annuals, story of Calloway Co by Kirby Jennings, Waggoner skillet.
other skillets, cornbread stick, cast iron bear bank, cast iron kettles, 1944
WWII Machete, Club pots and pans. Crown bowl and pitcher, hen on nest,
green Princess candy dish, stone bowls, stone Ocher, stone Jugs,
kerosene lamp, granny glasses, needle work bedspread, McCoy flower pot,
Fostoria pitcher. dishes, William Rogers flatware, butter molds, cake
stands. thumb pnnt pitcher and glasses, Embassy china, dough bowl, cookbooks, milk cans, ext ladder, brass front scales, walking sticks, old four
mold picture frame, large egg basket, crosscut saw, wash board, block
planes. mantle, cast irob fireplace cover. Echo leaf blower, edger, line tnmmer, old wood tool box sivi tools, wood swing, hay hooks, sheep shears, nail
keg, brass knob hames, glass insulators, Vulcan plow, coon foot harrow,
metal yard chairs, metal table, beehives, and much more
Terms of auction, full settlement day of auction with cash or good
check with proper /O.
Not responsible for accidents.

Lunch available.

For more information and your auction needs contact:

ces Offered

LEYS
CARE

MOWING
L'LEAN-UP
+lew Clients
iential &
imercial
!93.3161

E S TREE
'VICE &
REMOVAL
Hour
'ncy Service
fly owned
•d & Insured
Frame
227-3140
474-0323

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816
270-767-9223

Estate Auction Saturday, March 29 10 AM
1691 Radio Road (Old 641 Almo Rd)
Home, Barn and 2.4 Acres
3 BR, 2BA with basement.Metal outbuilding, large car
garage.Newly remodeled, New kitchen cabinets, New
Heat and AC unit Mr Mckinney passed away.
Auction will be under the direction
of Hope Tynes McKinney.
House will be sold AS IS - MAKE INSPECTIONS NOW.
Even though this house was built before 1978,
it has passed the lead-based paint test.

GARLAND
RENTAL%

Sudoku es nurntier-pteang puzzle timed on a liat9 grid will
severe+ given numbers The °teed a 10 piece the numbers 1 to
9 in Pie empty squares so that each roe each column and each
3x3 box banter* the same nurrexer only once The Mho"level
cit the Concepts Suaoku in(161905 'rum Monclay to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis

SudoKu

B) Dave Green

"If you've got It we cam store if
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

73
e
3
8 9 7

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motomome Boat Storage
All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

t

BEA
UniON

MINI
Sli
iTeRAGE
41111111
AN Sts
ins

40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501

•
•
•

fieriNst•
McCUISTON
pc) oFINC

753-3853

Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
Dew!270-227-1106
9/_Shincie§MaN_Nakici

6 2 9 4 5 8 17 3
1 96 7 4 2835
8 7 23 1 5 4 9 6
5 4 3 9 8 621 7
2 6 7 1 3 4_5,8 9
38 1 5 6 9 7 4 2
95 4 8 2 7 36 1

Dattcult.t, Let.el ***

812 Whitman Ave.

.Seal coating
str iolng

4 1 5 6 7 3 9'2 8
7 3 8 2 9 1 6 5 4

496
8
5
7 1 12
9

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asp,„! Insta,lation

Answer to previous puzzle

Protecting your house like
it is our house!
41a

Sec
Services
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
4-lome Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

T AVIS
ASPHALT
Pasing-Sealcoating
Striping
Grind-Dirt-Sand
11ES11 TR IS

270-293-4256

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lidestital/Comerchifissideollal
lames C. Wham
W.OECLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890
CHAIN LINK
FENCING

Free Column

$11/ft. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274

Sweet, Spayed, 8
month old kitten Litter
box trained Needs a
family 270-978-1714

GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY

No buyers premium-$5000 down; balance upon closing.

.RELL'S
SERVICE
rimming
emoval
ip Grinding
irewood
nsured
489-2839

S WASTE
GEMENT

'r special pickups
iwned/operated
1 • 293-2783
13-2784

1ppliance

:epair

;ening
: Kentucky
son Hill
1)226-0194

Nice on all
jor brands
sed & Insured

LL SEPTIC
JMPING
AVATION
RUCKING
ir Septic Needs
stallation
k Repair
rt, Gravel,
hite Rock,
d, & Mulch
I) 293-8686 '

Improvements
th Kitchen
ywall & Painting
Plumbing.
ring & Deoks
hd -Sr Discount
ye Estimates
I OfAngies List
ltUCkylake
XiOnSLCVM
1-436-5959

Charles Hatchett, Broker & Auctioneer
will handle live auction.
(270) 527-2044
Anyone may leave a bid prior to auction
by contacting Hope McKinney

(270) 252-5538 AFTER 2 PM ONLY
or by mail at 4140 Radio Road, Almo KY 42020
Check out our 436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Services
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
Offered!

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

SERVICE
LAWN
HILL cs-rim U I • NII I 0VII{ 11 I s
270 227-1812

HUMANE • IETY
YARD SALE

Calloway ounty Library
710 Main Street

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates.
436-2562, 227-0267

WADE'S Lawn Care
mulching,
Mowing,
landscaping,
limb
removal. All your lawn
care needs.
Call 270-705-6001

Donations Accepted on:
Friday, April 4 10AM-6PM
Sale Begins on:
Saturday, April 5 9AM-2PM

LAWN MOWING SERVICE
270.759.4564

Lawn Mowing, Free
Estimates, Hector
270-227-6638

Huge number of items from many
households. To donate or volunteer,
call 270-759-1884.

NG SERVICE

/owing

imming

Edging

text for estimate
7002 Cohen Rivas
1233 Denham Rogers

axes Available

3 Mansfield

%IRO
arage Door
& Maintenance
itinuous Gutters
lornefown
end you( money out of
keep 0 local,
'

0) 293-8480

Fri 7:30am-lpm
Sat7am-noon
Adult mens clothesHollister, AmEagle,
Old Navy, WomensAlfred Dunner, Guitar
Hero, Hunting,
Furniture, Christmas
Items, Movies, Books,

ARAGE SAL
1702 Magnolia
Fri & Sat
Several guns,
full mattress/ spring,
single mattress,
small picnic table,
dishes & books,
clothing/ clothing
racks, much more

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTIONS
ADOPTION We
promise your baby
a lifetime of LOVE ,
laughs and security
forever. Expenses
paid. Gloria &
Walter. 1-800-5237192. Email: gloriawalteradopt@gmai
I.com
ADULT
Meet singles right
now! No paid operators, just real people like you. Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now. 1-888979-2264.
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from
only $4897.00 -MAKE & SAVE

MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut
lumber any dimension. In stock ready
to ship. FREE
Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSaw
mills.com1-800-5781363 Ext.300N
FOR SALE
Mobile Homes with
land. Ready to
move in. Owner
Financing (subject
to credit approval).
3Br 2 Ba. No
renters. 859-9773970
VMFhomes.com
HELP WANTED
AIRLINES ARE
HIRING - Train for
hands on Aviation
Career. FAA
approved program
Financial aid if qualified - Job place-

ment assistance.
Call Aviation
Institute of
Maintenance 888207-2053.
UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY
Cooperative
Extension,
McCracken County
Agent for
Agriculture and
Natural Resources,
in Paducah, KY. BS
Degree required.
Apply online at
www.uky.edu/HR/U
Kjobs deadline April
8, 2014. For assistance call 859-2571727. The
University of
Kentucky is an
equal opportunity
employer and
encourages applications from minorities
and women.
SERVICES

DISH TV RETAILER-SAVE! Starting
at $19.99/month (for
12 months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels, Free
Equipment,
Installation &
Activation. Call,
Compare Local
Deals! 1-800-2541095.
DIVORCE WITH
OR WITHOUT children $125.00.
Includes name
change and property settlement agreement. Save hundreds. Fast and
easy. Call 1-888733-7165, 24/7
SPORTING/SPORT
ING GOODS
GUN SHOW March 29-30, Sat 95 & Sun 9-4

Somerset The
Center (2292 S
Hwy 27) BUYSELL-TRADE Info
(563) 927-8176
Our Sportsmen will
Pay top $$$ To hunt
your and. Call for a
Free Base Camp
Leasing info packet
& Quote. 1-866309-1507.
www.BaseCampLea
sing.com
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 DRIVER
TRAINEES
Needed! Learn to
drive for Werner
Enterprises! Earn
$750 per week! No
Experience
Needed! Local CDL
Training gets you
job ready ASAP! 1877-243-1812

APPLY NOW! CDL
Drivers in High
Demand. Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck
America Training
and go to work!
State WIA Grants
and VA Accepted.
Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr.
avg. $38 - $40,000
per ATA (502)9556388 or (866)2443644
Drivers - CDL-A
SOLO & TEAM
DRIVERS NEEDED, Top Pay for
Hazmat OTR &
Regional Runs,
CDL Grads
Welcome. 700+
Trucks & Growing!
888-928-6011.
www.Drive4Total.co

Drivers-CDL-A Train
and work for us!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March 28, 2014:
This year you will be open to a changing situation that could affect
your daily life. You feel more in touch with your creativity than you
have in a while. Understand what is happening within your immediate circle. If you are single, use caution around any new person
who enters your life. He or she could be emotionally unavailable.
Unless you are, too. relating could become stressful at best. If you
are attached, the two of you have a way of changing directions when
you need to. No matter what age you are, summer triggers even
more romance. PISCES makes a great healer for you. .
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
•
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Your intuition might cloud what normally would appear as a
straightforward issue..You seem to be picking up the nuances of the
situation. Understand what is happening around you, but try not to
put yourself in any difficult situations. Tonight: Play it low-key.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You will move forward with clarity and direction. You know
what is doable under the present circumstances. You'll want to make
a difference where it counts. Recognize what you can do to prevent
an escalating, tense situation. Tonight. Meet up with friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You could be exhausted by the neediness of someone who
is close to you. Perhaps it is time for a mini-vacation or a weekend
away. Take off as soon as you can -- you will feel the difference.
Tonight: Recognize that you have an audience observing you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Realize what a weekend away could do for you. You might
want to mellow out to great music. Others simply might need to find

Professional,
focused CDL training available.
Choose Company
Driver, Owner
Operator, Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer. 877-3697192
www.CentralTruckD
rivingJobs.com
FLATBED DRIVERS - Starting
Mileage Pay up to
.41cpm. Health Ins.,
401K. $59 daily Per
Diem pay. Home
Weekends. 800648-9915 or
www.boydandsons.com.
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign
on bonus. Regional
flatbed. No tarp
freight. Excellent
pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-554-

5661, ext 331.
www.fixtransportiob

KPS TRANSPORT
seeking experienced drivers with
CDL-A Hazmat and
Tanker
Endorsements.
Experience
Beneficial.
Resumes: KPS
Sales P.O. Box
4157 Winchester,
KY 40391 or call
859-744-7778.
NEEDING
REGIONAL Drivers
- Come join the
leading team. NDL
seeking CDL-A
Solos & Teams!
Home weekends.
2500 SIGN ON
BONUS. Solos: up
to 44cpm. Teams:
up to 54cpm. No
Touch Freight.
Excellent Medical

PlarV Dental/ Life
Insurance. 6
months Recent
Verifiable
Experience 877334-9677
www.Drive4NDL.co
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors!
Immediate
Placement
Available. Best
Opportunities in the
Trucking Business.
CALL TODAY 800277-0212 or
www.driveforprime.c
om
Truck America
Training CDL
Training School
Hiring full time/part
time Trainers. Clean
MVR & Background.
2 yrs. Experience
required. 502-9556388 or 866-244-3644.

by Jacqueline Bigar
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YARD SALE
1303 Story Ave

themselves surrounded by nature. Break away from the status quo
quickly in order to open a place for some relaxation. Tonight: Let
stress fly away.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You have strong ideas, especially when it comes to maximizing the good times. It appears as though someone close to you also
has a great idea, perhaps for tonight. There is no reason to say anything negative; try it this person's way. Tonight: Opt for togetherness.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel as if you have lost control of a situation and
want to regain it. Unfortunately, the best you can do at the moment
is to let others do what they need to do. Be direct with a loved one,
as you might not understand his or her choices. Tonight: Be playful.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** An associate cares far more about a joint effort or project
than you realize. This person might not understand what is happening within you, but you both could be developing strong feelings for
each other. Stay aware. Tonight: Take a break with some friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You'll have a better chance of discovering what is happening
with a loved one by saying less and not being so stem or withdrawn.
You could be taken aback by how much you care about this person
Feelings abound. Tonight: A conversation takes a swift turn.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Focus on your domestic life, know what you want and move
past a difficult situation. Take it one day at a time and express more
enthusiasm for a project than you have in the past. You could be
working through a problem without really acknowledging it. Tonight:
At home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might consider taking some time off with a friend, close
relative or neighbor. Others will seek you out for various reasons, but
make a point of scheduling time with a person of importance. Your

words will tngger others' imaginations. Tonight: Out and about.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to move past what others often resist might
need to emerge with a money matter. You'll see this situation as
being far more profitable than others do. You might choose not to
explain what is going on, yet others still will grasp your enthusiasm.
Tonight: Say "yes."
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be taken aback by what is happening, as your
imagination seems to come up with one creative idea after the other.
Realize that you have a lot to accomplish. A child or loved one might
become effusive in expressing his or her caring. Tonight Start the
weekend right.
BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Lady Gaga (1986), singer/songwriter Reba
McIntire (1955), actor Vince Vaughn (1970)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at www.lacquellneblgarcom.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Linking lack
Teo years ago
Calloway
County
Middle
School student Olivia Dean was
pictured receiving assistance from
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources conservation
educator Brad Lowe in giving
Lowe's red-tailed hawk,Tonya, a
place to land during a demonstration at the Envirothon Practice
Day.
Calloway
County
Judge
Executive Larry Elkins was pictured accepting a Kentucky flag
for
the
Calloway
County
Courthouse from Rachel Jackson
and Jeannie Key, representing
Woodmen of the World Lodge
728.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Ross
Lamb, Feb. 10; a boy to Kristy
and Derek Schaefer, March 8; and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew M.
Petik, March 22.
Brad Steele presented a program about the activities of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
at the March meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses were
Maxine Scott, Martha Guier and
Wilma Beatty.
Twenty years ago
Sergeant
Murray
Police
Melodie Jones was pictured fingerprinting local youngsters during a child identification/safety
event held at Walmart Friday
afternoon.
Jason Chapman, 10, had been
selected to perform professionally
at Opryland this summer as one of
nine children in the Opryland
Kids Club Show.
Sherrie Garland, of Almo,
recently earned an award for logging 500 hours in the American
Association
Quarter
Horse
Horseback Riding Program.
A lesson on "Woodcarving and
Metal Flowers" was presented at
the February meeting of the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Pictured

were Anna Mary Adams. Lois
Sparks, Gene Wrather and Mao
Weaks.
Thirty years ago
Gary Jones, Steve Pembers and
Neal Thompson were winners of
the mood River Bass Master
Kickoff held out of Cypress Bay
Resort.
Forty years ago
Three-year-old Chip Adams
was pictured making short work
of a dish of ice cream on a warm
spring day. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Adams Jr.
Robert Allen, president of the
Calloway County High School
Beta Club. presented a book from
the club to the school library as
part of the club's observance of
National Beta Week. The book
was accepted by Mrs. Joanna
Sykes, school librarian.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. Adron Doran, state president of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, was the guest
speaker at the general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club held
March 25.
The new Kennedy half dollars
were released in Murray yesterday.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Calloway County Branch of the
Childhood
Association
for
Education at Hazel Elementary
School.
Sixty years ago
Dr. and Mrs. Jean Bordeaux, of
Murray, were seen on. Groucho
Marx's Desoto-Plymouth TV
show last night by Calloway
County viewers. Mrs. Bordeaux is
a sister of Mrs. P.A. Hart, of
Murray. They won $225 by
answering several questions and
then answered the big question for
$2,000.
Births reported included a girl
to Pfc. and Mrs. Bobby Johnson
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Langford.

Friends urge grandma to let Daily aspirin offers.protection
against heart disease
younger grandson be adopted
DEAR ABBY: I'm 62 and own
my own home. I have legal
guardianship of my eldest grandson, who is 5. Another grandchild is 2 1/2 and in foster care.
I would like to keep both children together because I have been
told that. in the long run it is better so they won't lose contact with
each other
Some
friends
of
have
mine
been telling
me I should
let the little
one get adopted through the
state in a
closed adoption. This is
traureally
matic for me
and I'm not
By Abigail
sure what to
Van Buren
do.
Please give me some advice.
I love both of my grandchildren
and want the best for them, now
and in the long term. -- QUANDRIFIED IN CALIFORNIA
QUANDRIFIED:
DEAR
Many grandparents raise their
grandchildren successfully. If your
health is good. and you have a
high energy level and relatives
who can provide respite when you
need it. have both of your grandchildren live with you. If not,
you must consider what could
happen to them if something should
happen to you.
AARP can be a helpful resource.
It offers information on a wide
variety of issues related to raising grandchildren, financial assistance and advocacy. To find out
more, go to www.aarp.org/grandparents.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have been
divorced for about 10 years and
have dated far more since my
divorce than I did before I married. The marriage ended because

my wife was emotionally abusive.
What disturbs me is that somehow I either attract, or am attracted to, emotionally abusive women.
They are usually successful, confident, good looking and controlling, and the results are always
the same. The relationships don't
last long. How do I stop being
attracted to the same type of partner'? -- REPEATING PATTERNS
DEAR REPEATING: In order
to break any cycle, a person needs
to understand how the pattern
became established in the first
place. People are usually attracted to the familiar, and it may
have something to do with the
dynamics of the family in which
you grew up Ask your doctor
for a referral to a psychologist
who can help you to understand,
so you won't make the same mistake again. It's the quickest fix
for what ails you.
.m.414

DEAR ABBY: I take pride in
my looks, and when I go to parties, the dresses and accessories
I choose. I am often asked where
they came from, and I feel the
question is rude and inappropriate. Am I being rude to evade
the question, or is there a proper response when I'm asked? -TIME AND PLACE
DEAR TIME AND PLACE:
When someone asks where you
found an item you're wearing, it
is usually intended as a compliment because the person would
like to find something similar. If
you prefer not to share that information, smile and thank the person for the compliment, then
change the subject.
41.4.11.11

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips,
Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440.
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
•••••

In 1625, Charles I acceded to
the English throne upon the death
of James I.
In 1884, the first telephone
line between Boston and New
York was inaugurated.
In 1912, first lady Helen Herron Taft and the wife of Japan's
ambassador to the United States,
Viscountess Chinda, planted in
Washington the first two of 3,000
cherry trees given as a gift by
the mayor of Tokyo.
In 1958, Nikita Khrushchev
became Soviet premier in addition to First Secretary of the Com-

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 27,
the 86th day of 2014. There are
279 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 27, 1964, a Good
Friday, Alaska was hit by a magnitude 9.2 earthquake (the strongest
on record in North America) and
tsunamis that together claimed
about 130 lives.
On this date:
In 1513, Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon (hwahn pahns duh
LEE'-ohn) sighted present-day
Florida.

ES

munist Party.
In 1977, 583 people were killed
when a KLM Boeing 747, attempting to take off, crashed into a
Pan Am 747 on the Canary Island
of Tenerife (ten-uh-REEF').
In 1980, 123 workers died
when a North Sea floating oil
field platform, the Alexander Kielland, capsized during a storm.
In 1998, the Food and Drug
Administration approved the drug
Viagra, made by Pfizer, saying it
had helped about two-thirds of
impotent men improve their sexual function.

S(•1)
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Dr. Komaroff

That's the benefit of a daily aspirin
But any medicine that makes
blood clots less likely to form is
likely to increase the risk of bleeding. That's surely true of aspirin,
although less so with low-dose
aspirin than with a daily fullstrength aspirin pill. (325 mg).
In addition to lowering the
blood's ability to clot, aspirin also
irritates the stomach's delicate lining. This can cause gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding. For people who
are at high risk for GI bleeding
-- because of lifestyle practices
such as heavy drinking, or diseases that increase the risk of GI
bleeding -- the risk may outweigh
aspirin's benefits.
Taking aspirin with food can
help. So can drugs to treat heartburnkvhich help protect your stomach. Daily aspirin users can also
lower their risk of GI bleeding
by avoiding nonsteroidal antiinflammatory (NSA1D) drugs such
as ibuprofen and naproxen. If you
drink alcohol, do so in moderation.
What about the type of aspirin?
Enteric coating prevents the aspirin
from fulls; dissolving until it reaches the intestine. That's supposed
to lessen stomach upset. Buffered
aspirin combines aspirin with an
antacid to "soothe the stomach."
However, to make a long story
short, enteric-coated aspirin and
buffered aspirin probably don't
reduce the risk of GI bleeding.
There's also evidence that not
all the aspirin in coated pills gets
into your bloodstream. This can
compromise its heart benefits. Your
best bet may be to take chewable low-dose aspirin. You may
remember it from childhood as
orange-flavored "baby" aspirin.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor. Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Helolse

Today In History

ES A 13

DEAR DOCTOR K: What
are the risks of taking a daily
aspirin to reduce the risk of a
heart attack or stroke?
DEAR READER: I didn't have
to do much homework on this
one, because I take a daily aspirin
and already know the answer.
It was front-page news in 1988
when colleagues of mine at Harvard Medical
School reported the results
of a randomized trial that
found that a
daily aspirin
protected
against heart
A
disease_
simple, cheap,
over - the pill
counter
By
could protect
Dr. Anthony
against
the
Komaroff
No. 1 cause
of premature
death: heart disease (specific-ally,
atherosclerosis of the arteries of
the heart)? It seemed too good
to be true.
In my opinion, it now is well
established that daily aspirin protects people who have heart disease, or are at high risk of developing heart disease. It reduces
their risk of future heart problems. If you have heart disease,
or have had the most common
kind of stroke (the kind caused
by a blood clot), taking a lowdose (81-milligram) aspirin every
day is probably a wise move.
But for the average adult (of
either sex) who is not at high
risk for heart disease, the value
of daily aspirin is less clear. Every
medicine that has benefits also
has risks, which is what your
question points out.
Most heart attacks and strokes
happen when a clot blocks blood
flow in a vessel that feeds the
heart or brain. Aspirin helps prevent these clots from forming.

(DINIC01 ECR)
MY FAVORITE STATION HAS THIS
COOL DEAL! THEY TEXT ME WHEN
MY SONG REQUEST IS -ABOUT TO PLAY

WHY ARE 'IOU CHANGING THE
NEWS STATION•Pi
CHILL OUT IT'S JUST
FOI2 A MINUTE..

be space for water to do its job
HIDDEN
and get the dishes clean. Run
COUPONS
Dear the garbage disposal BEFORE you
Heloise. Just run the dishwasher, since most
wanted
to use the same plumbing.
Do use the correct detergent
point
out
something I for your dishwasher. Check if the
noticed the detergent contains a rinse agent.
other day. I If not, you may want to add one.
Finally, check the seals around
use
boxed
ingredients to the dishwasher for cracks or
cakes leaks, and clean under the trap
make
and muffins. They are a staple in the bottom from time to time.
You may be shocked at what you
in my pantry. However, something caught my eye when I was find! — Ifeloise
throwing away a cake box. I had CLEAN DUSTER
Dear Heloise: What is the
never noticed the coupons inside.
Look closely at what you buy, best way to clean a feather duster?
because I would not have noticed I feel like I am just transferring
the free coupon. — Kristin J. in the dust from one spot to another. Help! — Ashley in Texas
Boston
Cleaning a feather duster is
DISHWASHER EFFICIENCY
Dear Heloise: Do you have easy and will help you get rid
any hints to keep my DISHWASH- of the feeling that .you are just
ER running as efficiently as pos- pushing the dust around! Get a
sible? — Sally B. in North Dako- large plastic or paper bag (one
big enough for the whole feathta
I sure do! Dishwashers are er duster to fit in). Place the
such a convenience, and can keep feather duster inside, and then
you from spending time in the dump in a whole box of cornkitchen when there are so many starch. Secure or hold the bag
closed tightly and shake it hard
other things to enjoy!
Scrape off big chunks offood for about 30 seconds. To avoid
from plates (but don't WASH the making a mess inside the house,
dishes). Don't pack the dishwash- do this outside. Once you are
er or overload it with things like done shaking, remove the feathpots and pans. There needs to er duster from the bag and shake

by
Heloise

it until all of the cornstarch has
been removed. Clean your duster
periodically, as often as you think
is needed. Happy cleaning! —
HPloise
COVERED HANGERS
Dear Heloise: When my husband and I got married and moved
into a house, he brought a lot
of hangers wrapped in yarn with
him. Curious, I asked why. He
said that a family member had
made them so that clothes wouldn't slip off the hanger. Such a
simple solution for a frustrating
problem! — A Reader, via email
FAUCET PROTECTION
Dear Heloise: When my son
was young, we had a mishap in
the tub, and he hit his head on
the faucet. To help prevent this
from happening again. I wrap the
faucet in washcloths. It gives it
a little extra protection for no
money! — Hailey in Illinois
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise@Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I4 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HERES AN PEA/ HELEN. WE
OPEN A RESTAUf?ANT WITH
MISMATCHED SILVERWARE
AND BAD

C=3. AtF 1=1

-.WE'LL SEAT PATRONS FAR
TOO CLOSE TOGETHER IN
UNCOMFORTABLE CHAIRS
AND SERVE TINY,
OVERPRICED PORTIONS ON
GIGANTIC PLATES.

WE'LL CALL THE
PLACE SOMETHING
INCOMPREHENSIBLE LIKE
THE LINEN RICK.

L1:1(I4)
THAT'S JuST HOW AWFUL
THINGS HAVE BEEN LATELY
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8. Times
Racer pitcher CheyAnne Gaskey hurls from the mound Wednesday afternoon while
Ladytopper Shawna Sadler awaits her turn in the lineup from the on-deck circle. Gaskey
finished with six strikeouts and one earned run in the no decision.

CheyAnne Gaskey and Mason
Robinson combined for eight
innings and 10 strikeouts
Wednesday afternoon, nearly
leading the Racers (15-14) over
the
Western
Kentucky
Ladytoppers(20-10- 1 ).
Nearly.
After MSU snagged two runs
in the bottom of the sixth to tie it
up 2-all, WKU scored on a con-

tested run in the top of the eighth sacrifice bunt from 011,,ia
inning on a sacrifice fly to short Watkins. Shawna Sadler hit a
center, and the Racers couldn't line drive right to Shelbey Miller
capitalize
against
Emily for the second out, but Kelsie
Rousseau in the bottom of the Mattox drove a pitch down the
eighth, as she went the distance left field line for an RBI double
for the win.
and a 2-0 WKU lead.
For five innings, the Racers
The Ladytoppers picked up
runs in the top of the second and had no answer for Rousseau,
third innings — both on two-out who has compiled 100-plus
hits.
strikeouts just 31 games into the
With two outs in the second, season.
Bethany Oglesby reached first
In the bottom of the sixth,
on a throwing error from third however. MSU came knocking.
Maggie Glass lined a single
and took second when the ball
straight up the middle and
rolled up the right field fence.
She scored when Jacqueline Shelbey Miller continued her
McGill roped a double to the left torrid hitting with an RBI double
that shot the gap in left centerfield fence.
Preslie Cruce drew a walk field.
Mo Ramsey hit a sacrifice bunt
from Gaskey to open the third
and advanced to second on a
11 See SOFTBALL, 12

NCAA
BASKETBALL

Deal for
Masiello
to coach
USF nixed

Breakthrough
`BREDS WIN IN
EXTRAS TO
HALT LOSING
STREAK

OFFICIALS SITE
LACK OF
DEGREE AS
MAIN REAS'QN
TAMPA. Fla. (AP) — South
Florida's deal to hire Steve
Masiello as its new basketball
coach has fallen apart because the
rising young star doesn't have a
college degree.
confirmed
Bulls
The
Wednesday that they had an
agreement in principle to lure
Masiello away from Manhattan,
but that the contract was contingent on "a verification of credentials."
USF requires its basketball
coach to have at least a bachelor's
degree. The 39-year-old Masiello
did not graduate after attending
Kentucky, where he played for
Rick Pitino and Tubby Smith
from 1996 to 2000.
"Through the verification
process it was determined the
candidate's credentials could not
be substantiated and therefore he
did not meet the requirements for
the position," the school said in a
brief statement. "The national
search continues and USF looks
forward to introducing a new
coach at the appropriate time."
Kentucky spokesman Jay
Blanton verified Masiello was a
student there from 1996-2000 in
the college of communication,
but did not graduate.
Masiello's bio on Manhattan's
II See MASIELLO, 12

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times
Matt McGowan's single through third base started the rally for the 'Breds in the bottom of the 10th Inning. He would
finish with two hits, two runs and two walks in the victory.

After losing five straight coming in to Wednesday's matchup,
head coach Rob McDonald and
his 'Breds (10-12) really needed
something to go their way.
With darkness setting in the
bottom of the 10th inning, Tyler
Lawrence's perfect bunt down
the third base line was cleanly
fielded by SIU's Kyle Pruemer,
but he overthrew first, allowing
Matt McGowan to cross the plate
and give Murray State a 7-6 win
in extras over the Salukis (1310).
Despite the sloppy affair —
which saw 19 combined walks
and 16 pitchers take the mound —
McDonald said his club was
ready to see the winning side of a
game.
"(The refs) had already kind of
indicated that it was getting dark,
and you're always concerned in
that situation when you're batting in the bottom of the inning
that if they go out and score, here
we are trying to hit in the dark,"
McDonald said. "Fortunately,
that didn't happen and Lawrence
put down a beautiful bunt and we
ended up coming out ahead.
"We'll definitely take it."
Andrew Bramley got the start
for the 'Breds, but only saw three
innings after giving up three runs
on five hits and three walks.
SIU's Connor McFadden was
just as wild, seeing only, one
O See BASEBALL, 12
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CHICAGO (AP) — In a stunning ruling that could revolutionize a college sports industry
worth billions of dollars and have
dramatic repercussions at schools
coast to coast, a federal agency
said Wednesday that football
Northwestern
at
players
University can create the nation's
first union of college athletes.
The decision by a regional
director of the National Labor
Relations Board answered the
question at the heart of the debate
over the unionization bid. Are

football players who receive full youth athletes turn pro as teens.
scholarships to the Big Ten but college sports are small-time
school considered employees club affairs.
Under U.S. law,an employee is
under federal law, thereby allowregarded as someone who,among
ing them to unionize'?
Peter Sung Ohr, the NLRB other things. receives compensaregional director, said in a 24- tion for a service and is under the
page decision that the players strict, direct control of managers.
"fall squarely" within the broad In the case of the Northwestern
players,coaches are the managers
definition of employee.
Pro-union activists cheered as and scholarships are a form of
compensation,Ohr concluded.
they learned of the ruling.
The Evanston, Ill., university
"It's like preparing so long for a
big game and then when you win argued that college athletes, as
— it is pure joy," said former students, do not fit in the same
UCLA linebacker Ramogi Huma, category as factory workers,truck
the designated president of drivers and other unionized workNorthwestern's would-be football ers. The school announced plans
to appeal to labor authorities in
players' union.
The ruling addresses a unique Washington. D.0.
Supporters of the union bid
situation in American college
sports, where the tradition of col- argued that the University ultilege competition has created a mately treats football as more
system that generates billions but important than academics for
relies on players who are not scholarship players. Ohr sided
paid. In other countries, elite with the players

"The record makes clear that
the employer's scholarship players are identified and recruited in
the first instance because of their
football prowess and not because
of their academic achievement in
high school," Ohr wrote. He also
noted that among the evidence
presented by Northwestern, "no
examples were provided of scholarship players being permitted to
miss entire practices and/or
games to attend their studies."
The ruling described how the
life of a Northwestern football
player is far more regimented
than that of a typical student,
down to requirements about what
they can eat and whether they can
live off campus or purchase a car.
At times, players put 50 or 60
hours a week into football, Ohr
added.
Alan Cubbage, Northwestern's
vice president for university rela•See UNION, 12

PAUL BEATY / AP Photo
In this Jan 28, 2014, file photo. Northwestern quarterback
Kain Colter, right, speaks while College Athletes Players
Association President Ramogi Hums listens during a
news conference in Chicago
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IIIMasiello...
From Page 11
web site says the coach graduated
from Kentucky in 2000 with a
degree in communications.
Masiello, a former assistant
under Pitino at Louisville, was
going to replace former USF
coach Stan Heath, who was fired
this month.
Masiello has a 61-39 record in
three seasons at Manhattan. The
Jaspers went 28-5 this season,
which ended with a loss to
Louisville in the NCAA tournament.
A one-time ball boy for Pitino
when his mentor was coach of the
New York Knicks,Masiello was a
walk-on at Kentucky and part of a
team that made two trips to the
Final Four and won one national
championship. He was an assisPhoto provided
Members of PAO West Kentucky 2000 Green, they are currently no. 3 in the state In U14 tant at Manhattan and Tulane
before spending six seasons on
and have players from Marshall, Calloway, Graves, McCracken and Southern Illinois.
Pitino's staff at Louisville.
Champions or finalist in 11 of out last 12 tournaments, they most recently were chamUSF fired Heath on March 14
pions of their division in the Adidas Turf Classic in Wilde, Ky. Back row from left to
the Bulls finished 12-20,
after
right: Kierstyn Carpenter, Lydia Grogan, Olivia Butterworth, Pamela Ross, Elizabeth
including 3-15 in their first seaNoonan, Jessie Schuetz. From row from left to right: Sydnie Fralicx, Makaela Hargrove, son in the American Athletic
Elizabeth Castleberry, Cameron Anderson, Annie Futrell and Erin Pidcock.
Conference. The Bulls appeared
to be on the rise two years ago,
85 scholarship players on the employees of the universities when they tied a school record
Wildcats roster backed the union they attend," Michael Slive, the with 22 wins and made their first
though only he expressed his SEC commissioner, said in a appearance in the NCAA tournabid,
From Page 11
written statement.
publicly.
support
ment in two decades.
lions, said in a statement that
The developments are coming
He said the No. 1 reason to
while the school respects "the
unionize was to ensure injured to a head when major college proNLRB process and the regional
players have their medical needs grams are awash in cash generatdisagree
director's opinion, we
ed by new television deals that
met.
with it."
"With the sacrifices we make include separate networks for the From Page 11
Huma said scholarship players
athletically, medically and with big conferences.The NCAA tour- inning on his start after walking
would vote within 30 days on
Matt
and
Stetson
our bodies, we need to be taken nament generates an average of Tyler
whether To formally authorize the
$771 million a year in television McGowan to open the game
care of," Colter told ESPN.
Athletes • Players
College
The NCAA has been under rights itself, much of which is dis- before Anthony Bayus beat out a
Association. or CAPA, to repre- increasing scrutiny over its ama- tributed to member schools.
sharp single to first on a bobbled
sent them;
Attorneys for CAPA argued that catch to load the bases.
teurism rules and is fighting a
The specific goals of CAPA class-action federal lawsuit by college football is, for all practiLawrence was hit by a pitch to
include guaranteeing coverage of former players seeking a cut of cal purposes,a commercial enter- plate a run before Michael
sports-related medical expenses the billions of dollars earned from prise that relies on players' labor Hargrove drew the bases-loaded
for current and former players, live broadcasts, memorabilia to generate billions of dollars in walk to plate another and make it
reducing head injuries and poten- sales and video games. Other profits. The NLRB ruling noted 2-all in the bottom of the first.
tially letting players pursue com- lawsuits allege the NCAA failed that from 2003 to 2013 the Clay Kelly hit an infield fly and
mercial sponsorships.
to protect players from debilitat- Northwestern program generated Matt Johnson hit a sharp
Critics have argued that giving ing head injuries.
$235 million in revenue — prof- grounder to shortstop for the
college athletes employee status
NCAA President Mark Emmert its the university says went to force out at second to end the
and allowing them to unionize has pushed for a $2,000-per-play- subsidize other sports.
inning.
could hurt college sports in er stipend to help athletes defray
It was 3-all after two 'before
During the NLRB's five days of
numerous ways.including raising some expenses. Critics say that is hearings in February, Wildcats SIU would tack on two runs in
the prospect of strikes by disgrun- not nearly enough, considering coach Pat Fitzgerald took the the top of the seventh, but the
tled players or lockouts by athlet- players help bring in millions of stand for union opponents, and 'Breds battled back - retaking
ic departments.
dollars to their schools and con- his testimony sometimes was at the lead at 6-5 in the bottom of
For now,the push is to unionize ferences.
the eighth after Stetson raced out
odds with Colter's.
athletes at private schools, such
Colter told the hearing that a bunt single and scored on a
In a written statement, the
as Northwestern, because the fed- NCAA said it disagreed with the players' performance on the field Bayus double to left. Lawrence's
aeral labor agency does not have notion that student-athletes are was
to fly/Wasipisplip,y0).44g,
more
important
jurisdiction over public universi- employees.
Northwestern than their in-class
ties. But Huma said Wednesday's
"We frequently hear from stu- performance, saying, "You fulfill
decision is the "first domino to dent-athletes, across all sports, the football requirement and, if
fall" and that teams at schools — that they participate to enhance you can, you fit in academics."
both public and private — could their overall college experience Asked why Northwestern gave
eventually follow the Wildcats' and for the love of their sport, not him a scholarship of $75,000 a
year, he responded:"To play footlead.
to be paid," the NCAA said.
All of the big NCAA confer- ball. To perform an athletic servOutgoing Wildcats quarterback
Kain Colter took a leading role in ences, including the SEC, also ice."
Ti
t 1,111 •
But Fitzgerald said he tells
establishing CAPA. The United disagreed with the decision.
"Notwithstanding today's deci- players academics come first,
Steelworkers union has been
sion, the SEC does not believe saying,"We want them to be the
footing the legal bills.
Colter, who has entered the that full time students participat- best they can be ... to be a chamNFL draft, said nearly all of the ing in intercollegiate athletics are pion in life."

•Union...
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•Baseball...

field, allowing Bayus to score for
the lead.
Murray High School graduate
and MSU freshman John Lollar
held the Salukis scoreless in the
eighth and looked to do so in the
ninth for the win, but it didn't
happen. Jake Welch hit a fly ball
to shallow center, which kissed
off of Taylor Mathews' glove in
centerfield to score Parker
Osborne to tie the game.
Lollar Minimized the damage,
however,after getting Ryan Sabo
and Cody Daily out to end the
inning.
"John is gaining confidence
each time he's going out there,"
McDonald said. "We - myself,
the coaching staff and the team are gaining confidence in him.
The big thing with John is he has
shown composure. He's stayed
within himself with his pitching."
Tyler Saltsman garnered the
wk for the 'Breds after strikin

"The competition part of this is
why we like to do mid-weeks
against Western Kentucky,"
Amundson said. "They always
have a strong program and they
keep us ready and make us ready
for the conference games that
we're playing on the front and
back end. That's what we have
to take away from this loss - the
things that we did well and the
things that we need to get better
at."
Murray State is back in action
this weekend against Eastern
Illinois, where the Racers will
host the Panthers for a doubleheader Saturday and a single
game Sunday.
The first pitch for both days is
scheduled for 1 p.m.
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•Softball...
seeing what the pitcher is going
From Page 11
to do with the ball and knowing
to the pitcher. putting Miller at
off and when to
third base with just one out. when to take
hold.
Cayla Levins laid down another
"It was a really good baserunsacrifice bunt to the pitcher, and
Miller hesitated just enough to ning move from Shelbey
make Rousseau throw to first Miller."
After Mason struck out the
before taking off for home.
The move paid off - Miller side in the top of the seventh,the
crossed the plate just as McGill stage was set for a regulation
Jocelynn
when
reached for the tag, knotting it walk-off
pitch
first
her
took
Rodgers
up 2-all.
doustanding
a
with
yard
nearly
team
our
on
kid
"Not every
could have made that play," ble down the left field line.
She wouldn't touch home,
Amundson said. "Shelbey's a
quick kid - instinctually she though, as Glass fouled out to
knew she could make that play deep left for the third out.
Miller, Ramsey and Levins
after the throw from the pitcher
went to first base. That's some- were up in the bottom of the
thing we work on in practice is eighth, but couldn't get it
reading that play a little bit and going - ending the close contest.

out two and walking one with no
runs allowed in the 10th inning.
The 'Breds bid to win it began
with McGowan's sharp single
through newly placed SIU third
baseman Will Farmer. Bayus followed the hit with a four-pitch
walk before Lawrence's wellplaced bunt won the game.
"We just had to keep grind•ing," McGowan said, who finished 2-for-4 with two runs. "It's
a nine-inning game, no matter
how bad things may start out.
You've just got to keep grinding
and come back from it."
Bayus, McGowan and Stetson
combined for five hits,five walks
and six runs for the 'Breds.
MSU will now look to Austin
Peay in Clarksville this weekend
for a three-game series beginning
this Saturday.
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